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Sammanfattning 
Abstract 
Rising complexity in the development of real-time systems has made it crucial to have reusable 
components and a more flexible way of configuring these components into a coherent system. 
Aspect-oriented system development (AOSD) is a technique that allows one to put a system’s 
crosscutting concerns into “modules” that are called aspects. Applying AOSD in real-time and 
embedded system development one can expect reductions in the complexity of the system design 
and development. A problem with AOSD in its current form is that it does not support 
predictability in the time domain. Hence, in order to use AOSD in real-time system development, 
we need to provide ways of analyzing temporal behavior of aspects, components and resulting 
system (made from weaving aspects and components). Aspect analyzer is a tool that computes the 
worst-case execution time (WCET) for a set of components and aspects, thus, enabling support for 
predictability in the time domain of aspect-oriented real-time software. A limitation of the aspect 
analyzer has been that no verification had been made whether the aspect analyzer would produce 
WCET values that were close to the measured or computed (with another WCET analysis 
technique) WCET of an aspect-oriented real-time system. Therefore, in this thesis we perform a 
verification of the correctness of the aspect analyzer using a number of different methods for 
WCET analysis. This investigation of the correctness of the output from the aspect analyzer gives 
confidence to the automated WCET analysis. In addition, performing this verification led to the 
identification of the steps necessary to compute the WCETs of a piece of program, when using a 
third party tool, which gives the ability to write accurate input files for the aspect analyzer. 
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real-time systems, worst-case execution time analysis, aspect-oriented software development, 
component-based software development 
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Abstract 
Rising complexity in the development of real-time systems has made it crucial 
to have reusable components and a more flexible way of configuring these 
components into a coherent system. Aspect-oriented system development 
(AOSD) is a technique that allows one to put a system�s crosscutting concerns 
into �modules� that are called aspects. AOSD considers components and aspects 
as two distinct entities, where aspects are automatically weaved into functional 
behavior of components in order to produce the overall system. Applying AOSD 
in real-time and embedded system development one can expect reductions in the 
complexity of the system design and development. 
A problem with AOSD in its current form is that it does not support 
predictability in the time domain. Hence, in order to use AOSD in real-time 
system development, we need to provide ways of analyzing temporal behavior 
of aspects, components and resulting system (made from weaving aspects and 
components). Aspect analyzer is a tool that computes the worst-case execution 
time (WCET) for a set of components and aspects, thus, enabling support for 
predictability in the time domain of aspect-oriented real-time software.  
A limitation of the aspect analyzer, until now, have been that no verification had 
been made whether the aspect analyzer would produce WCET values that were 
close to the measured or computed (with another WCET analysis technique) 
WCET of an aspect-oriented real-time system. Therefore, in this thesis we 
perform a verification of the correctness of the aspect analyzer using a number 
of different methods for WCET analysis. This investigation of the correctness of 
the output from the aspect analyzer gives confidence to the automated WCET 
analysis. In addition, performing this verification led to the identification of the 
steps necessary to compute the WCETs of a piece of program, when using a 
third party tool, which gives the ability to write accurate input files for the 
aspect analyzer. 
 
Keywords: real-time systems, worst-case execution time analysis, aspect-
oriented software development, component-based software development 
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Sammanfattning 
Den ökande komplexitet inom utveckling av realtidssystem har gjort det än mer 
avgörande att ha komponentbaserade moduler som går att återanvända. Det har 
också blivit allt viktigare att ha flexibla metoder att sätta samman dessa moduler 
till ett sammanhängande system. Aspektorienterad systemutveckling (AOSU) är 
en teknik som tillåter att man placerar designbeslut, som påverkar en rad 
delsystem, i en modul kallad aspekt. AOSU betraktar komponenter och aspekter 
som två distinkta enheter, där aspekter automatiskt vävs samman med de 
funktionella beteenden som återfinns i komponenterna, för att skapa det 
övergripande systemet. Genom att applicera AOSU på utvecklingen av 
realtidssystem och inbäddade system, kan man förvänta sig minskad komplexitet 
inom både design och utveckling. 
Ett problem med AOSU i sin nuvarande skepnad, är att den inte ger något stöd 
för att förutsäga hur tidshänseenden, såsom exekveringstid, förändras när 
komponenter vävs samman med aspekter. För att följaktligen kunna använda 
AOSU inom utveckling av realtidssystem, krävs ett sätt att analysera 
tidsbestämda beteenden hos aspekter, komponenter och det slutgiltiga systemet 
(från sammanvävda aspekter och komponenter). Aspect analyzer är ett verktyg 
som beräknar worst-case execution time (WCET) för en samling komponenter 
och aspekter, vilket ger ett sätt att förutsäga tidshänseenden hos aspektorienterad 
realtidsmjukvara.  
En begränsning hos aspect analyzer, tills nu, var att ingen verifikation hade 
genomförts för att avgöra om WCET värden från aspect analyzer var jämförbara 
med uppmätta eller beräknade WCET värden. Således har detta examensarbete 
utfört en verifikation av korrektheten hos aspect analyzer, genom att använda en 
rad andra tekniker för att analysera WCET värden. 
De utredningarna som genomfördes för att bestämma korrektheten hos 
utmatningen från aspect analyzer, gav tillit åt den automatiska WCET 
analyseringen som utförs av aspect analyzer. Dessutom ledde denna verifikation 
till en identifikation av de nödvändiga steg för att beräkna ett delprograms 
WCET, genom användning ett tredjepartsverktyg. Dessa steg gör det möjligt att 
skriva korrekta filer för att beskriva ett programs WCET värden, som används 
för inmatning till aspect analyzer. 
 
Nyckelord: realtidssystem, exekveringstidsanalys, aspektorienterad 
systemutveckling, komponentbaserad systemutveckling 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 
This chapter gives the reader an introduction to the thesis and the motivation 
behind the work done in this thesis. The thesis structure and delimitations are 
presented and explained. The reader is assumed familiar with basic notions of 
computer in the subjects and theories discussed. 
 
The thesis background is explained in section 1.1, while the motivation for the 
thesis is presented in section 1.2. Section 1.3 defines the thesis problem 
definition, section 1.4 discusses the thesis contributions and section 1.5 defines 
the thesis intended audience. The delimitations of the thesis are presented in 
section 1.6 and the outline of the thesis is shown in section 1.7. 

1.1 Background 

This thesis is part of a final year project for fulfillment of a Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science degree at Linköping University, Sweden. The thesis work 
was performed as a part of the COMET [1] project at the Real-Time Systems 
Laboratory (RTSLAB), Department of Computer and Information Science 
(IDA), Linköping University. 
 
The purpose of the work performed within this thesis was to extend and verify a 
previous project that implemented a tool for automated execution time analysis 
of a real-time system composed using aspects and components. The 
implemented tool is called the aspect analyzer [12], and it uses a technique 
called symbolic expressions [8] for worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis.  
The objective is to make it possible to analyze the temporal behavior of different 
AOSD system configurations without paying the price of aspect weaving each 
individual candidate configuration of aspects and components. 
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The output provided by the aspect analyzer is an a priori estimate of how a 
system composed of aspects and components will act in terms of its temporal 
behavior. Thus, providing the developer with means to determine if a system 
configuration is suitable for a particular run-time platform. 

1.2 Motivation 

Rising complexity in the development of real-time systems has made it crucial 
to have reusable components and a more flexible way of configuring these 
components into a coherent system. Aspect-oriented system development 
(AOSD) [2] is a technique that allows putting a system�s crosscutting concerns 
into �modules� that are called aspects. AOSD considers components and aspects 
as two distinct entities where aspects are automatically weaved into functional 
behavior of components in order to produce the overall system. Applying AOSD 
in real-time and embedded system development one can expect reductions in the 
complexity of the system design and development. AOSD would in addition 
provide means for handling crosscutting concerns, e.g. synchronization, memory 
optimization, power consumption, and temporal attributes. Thus, components 
can be developed to be very generic and the specific needs of each system can 
be put into aspects, which weaved together with the generic components 
becomes the desired system (as it is proposed in [15]). 
 
A problem with AOSD in its current form is that it does not support 
predictability in the time domain. Hence, in order to use AOSD in real-time 
system development, we need to provide ways of analyzing temporal behavior 
of aspects, components and resulting system (made from weaving aspects and 
components). The aspect analyzer [12] is a tool that computes the WCET for a 
set of components and aspects, thus, enabling support for predictability in the 
time domain of aspect-oriented real-time software. The analyzer takes a set of, 
so-called, aspect-level WCET specifications of chosen aspects and components 
as input and outputs a set of computed WCET values of the components affected 
by the aspects. 
 
Currently, however, the aspect-level WCET specifications are limited in terms 
that they should be handwritten by the developer. To extract the data required to 
write a correct aspect-level WCET specification requires the developer to be 
familiar with the code and design of components and aspects. In short, an 
aspect-level WCET specification consists of WCET of internal body code, 
WCET of mechanisms and a usage count of mechanisms. Therefore, access to 
the source code of components and a tool able to acquire the WCET of 
components on the platform in question is imperative. 
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Another, and equally important, objective is to verify that the aspect analyzer 
actually outputs WCET values for components that is close to the measured or 
computed (with another WCET analysis technique) WCET of the weaved 
components. 

1.3 Problem Description 

The objective of the project is to verify that the WCET obtained from the aspect 
analyzer lies within tolerable limits of the actual running systems WCET. This 
can be accomplished by comparing the analyzer�s output with both 
measurements and manually calculated WCET numbers of the running system. 
Thus, verifications would involve comparing the WCET output from the aspect 
analyzer, the manually calculated WCET and the measured WCET of the same 
system. This verification would require a system that could both be measured 
and provides enough information so that manual WCET calculations and aspect-
level WCET specifications can be made. Therefore, a tool that can provide both 
low-level WCET measurements and fine-grained representation of building 
blocks of mechanisms, operations and aspects of a system (or two separate 
tools), should be used. 
 
Furthermore, introduction of a set of timing schemas for WCET output is 
required, since the transition from WCET values to symbolic WCET 
expressions requires a timing schema. Both manual WCET calculations and 
aspect-level WCET specifications make use of symbolic WCET expressions to 
perform their calculations.  
 
The manual writing of aspect-level WCET specifications, with the help of a tool, 
can be further divided into a set of smaller problems, which are defined as 
follows: 

a) Identify usage of mechanisms in components and aspects. 
b) Identify internal WCET of components and aspects. 
c) Use a set of timing schemas to formulate WCET of mechanisms, 

components and aspects as symbolic WCET expressions with parameters. 
d) Output aspect-level WCET specifications of components and aspects to 

the aspect analyzer. 

1.4 Contributions 

• Investigation of the correctness of the output from the aspect analyzer 
gives confidence to the automated WCET analysis. 
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• Identified the steps necessary when using a third party tool, for computing 
WCETs of a piece of program, to write accurate input files for the aspect 
analyzer. 

• Highlighted some limitations in the rules and ways of expressing WCET 
information in the aspect-level WCET specifications by using different 
WCET analysis techniques to obtain accurate input files (i.e., aspect-level 
WCET specifications) to the aspect analyzer. 

• Made a number of suggestions how to lessen limitations and make the 
aspect analyzer perform better with more advanced rules for expressing 
WCETs in aspect-level WCET specifications. 

1.5 Intended Audience 

Readers of this thesis are assumed to have basic knowledge in computer science, 
such as a general understanding of programming language constructs and real-
time systems. 

1.6 Thesis Delimitations 

Calculations done in this thesis depend on the pWCET tool [10], i.e., data 
acquired from this tool is assumed to be accurate. Since pWCET does not output 
symbolic WCET values some assumptions on the nature of the WCET values 
obtained by pWCET were made when converting them to symbolic WCET 
expressions. 

1.7 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is structured in the following way: 
 
Background � This chapter introduces concepts and vocabulary necessary for 
understanding the remainder of this thesis (chapter 2). 
 
Preliminaries - This chapter introduces several well-established techniques for 
performing WCET analysis that are used to produce part of the information 
needed for the verification of the aspect analyzer (chapter 3). 
 
Verification of the Aspect Analyzer - Presented in this chapter is the 
verification of the aspect analyzer, including the steps required to perform the 
verification, and the observations about the result of the verification process 
(chapter 4). 
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Summary � This chapter presents the conclusions drawn from the aspect 
analyzer verification and discusses future work that could alleviate some of the 
identified shortcomings in the aspect analyzer (chapter 5). 
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Chapter 2  

Background 
 
Presented in this chapter are projects and concepts that the reader should be 
familiar with to understand the material presented in this thesis. Section 2.1 
introduces the COMET project that integrates aspect-oriented software 
development (presented in section 2.2), and component-based software 
development (presented in section 2.3). Development of real-time systems is 
presented in section 2.4 and an important concept when developing real-time 
systems, the worst-case execution time, is introduced in section 2.5. 

2.1 COMET 

The COMponent-based Embedded real-Time database (COMET) is a project 
that is building a configurable real-time database system. The goal of the 
COMET project is to bridge the gap between embedded systems, real-time 
systems and database systems [1], with focus on the software development of 
such systems. The principal goal of the project is to build a library of software 
components and aspects that can be used as a platform for building database 
systems tailored to fit different embedded and real-time applications. The 
components and aspects from the library should provide a set of methods to 
enable building of embedded database systems, e.g., concurrency control, 
transaction management, and logging. Also, part of the project is the 
development of tools to help the developer in combining different components, 
and perform analysis on the composed system. Hence, the project aims at 
enabling the developer�s freedom of combining different components and 
aspects for the real-time system under development. This combination of aspects 
and components makes it possible to improve reusability of real-time software, 
enhance its configurability, and reduce the complexity in the development of 
configurable real-time systems. Having aspect-oriented components makes it 
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simpler to target diverse systems with the same components by simply tailoring 
them using different aspects. 

2.2 Aspect-Oriented Software Development 

Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) [2] is a new discipline of 
software development that uses the concept of separation of concerns. This 
concept refers to the ability to identify, encapsulate, and manipulate only the 
parts of software that are relevant to a particular concern (concept, goal, 
purpose, etc.). AOSD tries to solve the problem that arises when a single 
dimension used for functional decomposition a system is not sufficient to 
implement all aspects of the system in a modular way [14]. Normally an object-
oriented application is designed as a set of classes and functions, each with their 
own purpose, which together accomplishes the intended objective. It is normal 
that such systems have demands that cannot be contained in a single 
module/class/function, which leads to code that is spread over many subsystems. 
Code that originates from a single design decision could be spread over several 
modules of a program and such design decisions are called crosscutting 
concerns. Such code is said to crosscut the system and often the kind of code 
that leads to separation of concerns, which will manifest itself in design and 
implementation issues. 
 
AOSD attempts to solve this problem by moving each concern into an entity 
called aspect [14]; each aspect is written as a separate unit, much in the same 
way as classes and functions are separate units in a normal object oriented 
application. Thus, modules that contain the code used to implement the 
crosscutting concerns are called the aspects, while the modules that implements 
the primary functionality of the system is called components. A typical example 
of aspect code is logging, which is spread over the whole systems while it comes 
from a single design decision. The design decision for logging can be precisely 
defined in both functionality and implementation and is likely to be placed in 
many parts of the system. Other design decision that often spread over several 
modules and, thus, ends up as aspect code is: tracing, synchronization and 
memory management. When such code is written without encapsulating it into 
aspects, i.e., crosscutting the code of the overall system, it often results in 
complex, inefficient systems, which are both hard to develop and maintain. 
 
AOSD helps in efficient handling the crosscutting concerns in a software system 
by allowing the implementation of such crosscutting concerns in modules called 
aspects. The tool called the aspect weaver is used to insert code from the aspects 
where needed into the component code. Thus, AOSD avoids tangled code by 
separating aspects and components until these need to woven to produce the 
final program code. The separation of aspect and component code makes it 
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easier to change or add functionality to the program, i.e., software system, as 
changes are made to components by aspect weaving, while still keeping aspects 
and components separate and clean. 
 
When one uses AOSD it is necessary to identify where and when an aspect is to 
be inserted, and what code to insert, as part of the design phase. Hence, each 
aspect consists of separate parts that control where, what, and when code from 
an aspect should be inserted into component(s). These parts of an aspect are 
referred to as advices, pointcuts and join points.  Normally, each aspect 
definition has at minimum an advice and a pointcut (at least in all current AOSD 
languages), where the pointcut is defined as one or several join points. Join 
points are used to define the points in the source code (component) or in the 
execution of a program where aspects should be inserted. Exactly where a join 
point can be defined depends heavily on the AOSD/programming language. 
Common join points are method or type (structs, unions) definitions and 
invocations of methods. Pointcuts are described with pointcut expressions, 
which can be seen as a pattern used to find a set of join points in the component 
code. Figure 2.1 shows an example of the definition of the pointcut named 
listInsertAppend that consists of a join point identifying the execution of the 
method/function listInsert. 
 

 
Figure 2.1 Definition of point cut listInsertAppend 

An advice consists of source code that is tied to one or several pointcuts, which 
is inserted (weaved) when each of the pointcuts are reached. Together with the 
pointcuts, advices also define if they should be inserted before, after, or instead 
of the join points. Figure 2.2 shows a typical aspect advice definition 
implementing the code that is going to be inserted before the join point, defined 
by a pointcut expression in Figure 2.1, is reached. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 Definition of an aspect advice 
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The aspect weaver is the actual tool that takes aspects and the source code from 
components and weaves them together. This involves inserting code from aspect 
advices into the component code as defined by pointcuts and join points. When 
the aspect weaver is finished, the output is source code in the language in which 
the component code and aspect advices where defined, such as C++ in the case 
of AspectC++ and Java in the case of AspectJ. This makes the weaved source 
code free from any extensions of the aspect language, and such code can be 
compiled with any normal compiler for the language, making it easy to include 
aspects in a normal development system. 

An Example 
To better explain how join points, pointcuts and advices come together to form 
of an aspect, we use a simple example of a �Hello World� program which 
originally only prints out �Hello World!� on the screen. The program is then 
affected by an aspect, which alters the original output of the program. C++ was 
used to write the example of the program, i.e., a component (the main() 
procedure in figure 2.3), while the Aspect C++ language extensions was used to 
write an aspect that affects the �Hello World� program (the aspect Add in Figure 
2.3). 

 
Figure 2.3 Hello World program and a simple aspect with a pointcut and an advice 

Hence, to alter the main program we wrote an aspect, called Add, where a 
pointcut  (called addText) is defined with a join point that matches the execution 
of a function int main(). Two advices are then defined to use addText as their 
point cut, the first advice is going to execute before int main() and the second 
after the code in int main(). The code in the advices makes the first advice print 
out �Hello before World!� to the screen, and the second advice to print out 
�Hello after World!�. After the aspect has been weaved with the example 
program the output would change from this:  

“Hello World!” 
 
into this: 
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“Hello before World!”. 
“Hello World!” 

“Hello after World!” 

2.3 Component-Based Software Development 

Component-based software development (CBSD) is a development model that 
focuses on using a set of re-usable components to build a complete system. The 
use of CBSD eases system development, as the separation of a system into 
components makes it easier to modify, replace, and test a component-based 
system as compared the traditional monolithic system. Another benefit is that 
development of new systems quickens as existing components can be re-used 
and less code needs to be written from scratch. 
 
The downside to CBSD is that the development of a component-based system 
requires more initial work than a monolithic system, as the development of a re-
usable component requires more time than a custom tailored software part. The 
testing and verification of a re-usable component is also likely to take more time 
than testing a part of a monolithic system, as the component needs to be tested 
and verified over a larger set of functionality and usage. 
 

 
Figure 2.4 Components with provided and required interfaces 

A typical component consists of a single or a set of similar functionality exposed 
in an interface; other components that want to access this component�s 
functionality need to use the interface as an access point (see figure 2.4). An 
important part of CBSD is that each component should not change an existing 
interface, as this might break an existing system if its components are updated. 
Even though components can consist of several other sub-components, such 
details should never be exposed in the components interface given that internal 
changes in the component should not alter its interface. Users of a component 
should not depend on any other functionality than what is exposed in the 
interface and should not need to know how the component is constructed. This 
way of looking at a component is commonly called a �black box�, as the user of 
a component treats it as a black box, in which known data is put in and the 
expected data is put out of the component, and all actions in the box are 
unknown. 
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Examples of common component systems in use today are COM, CORBA and 
JavaBeans. Both COM and CORBA use their own Interface Definition 
Language (IDL) to describe a component�s interface, which is independent from 
any programming language. Since the interface to a component is defined in 
IDL and not in the languages the component is written, it is possible to develop 
a component in one programming language and access it from another. 
JavaBean [4] components are written in the Java programming language and 
can, thus, be run on any platform where Java can be used which make it very 
platform independent. CORBA [5] components can be run on any platform that 
provides a ORB (Object Request Broker) that make it possible for components 
to talk to each other both locally and over the network. COM [6] is a component 
system from Microsoft and is used much in their Windows OS application 
development. Distributed COM (DCOM) [7] is an extension to COM that brings 
over the network capability to COM, which means that a COM component can 
use functionality from COM component that live on another (Windows) host. 
Thus, common to all three of the components systems are their ability of being 
platform independent (JavaBeans, CORBA) and/or language independent 
(COM, CORBA), while providing a structured way to expose component 
interface. 

2.4 Real-Time Systems 

Many of devices we encounter in our daily lives use one or several embedded 
systems, such as automobiles, traffic control, medical systems, etc. An 
embedded system is an application-specific unit that is often part of a larger host 
system, for which it performs specific functions. The requirements of embedded 
systems often require them to be also real-time systems. 
 
A real-time system [16] consists consist mostly of a set of monitors and 
actuators, which it uses to interact and respond to event that occur in both a 
finite and strict period. Contrary to a normal system, the correctness of a 
response from a real-time system does not depend only on correct computation 
but also the time the response was given. In such a case the response is said to 
have a temporal constraint and if that constraint is broken the complete real-time 
system could fail, which might lead to catastrophic consequences. Thus, a real-
time systems most important task is to provide correct timing behavior.  
 
Most real-time systems are constructed as a set of concurrent programs, called 
tasks, and the temporal constraint for a task is referred to as the task�s deadline. 
The severity of task missing its deadline varies between the different types of 
real-time systems (hard, soft, firm). A failure to meet a deadline in hard real-
time systems could lead to catastrophic consequences, such as loss of life 
(aircraft guiding system) or environmental disaster (control system for a 
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chemical plant). Failure to meet a deadline in a soft real-time system does not 
lead to catastrophic damages but may lead to reduction in performance. A firm 
real-time system is a mix of soft and hard, in which tasks have fixed deadlines, 
but failure to meet them only leads to useless results, still leaving the system in a 
functioning state. 
 
An important part in ensuring that each task meets its deadline is controlling the 
order in which tasks are run in a real-time system. To ensure that tasks are run in 
an order that does not lead to any missed deadlines, a process called scheduling 
is performed on the task set. Scheduling is used to provide predictability for a 
real-time system, so that a developer can be sure that each task is able to meet its 
deadline. Predictability is very important in the development of real-time 
systems, as it gives the developer the ability to guarantee that a system meets 
(hard real-time systems) or normally meets (soft/firm real-time systems) its 
temporal constraints. Most scheduling theories require information about the 
amount of CPU time a task uses for execution, either as a measurement or an 
estimate. A task�s required amount of CPU time for execution is often expressed 
as its worst-case execution time (WCET), which is the upper boundary of the 
amount of CPU time the task requires. A typical scheduling test then uses each 
tasks WCET to ensure a task sets is schedulable (i.e., all tasks meet their 
deadlines). A tight (close to reality) WCET is thus very important to ensure that 
a systems task set is schedulable, which, in turn, ensures that the real-time 
system can meet its temporal constraints. 

2.5 Worst-Case Execution Time Analysis 

As mentioned previously, the WCET [16] is an important measurement for tasks 
used in a real-time system, because the temporal behavior of a real-time system 
is derived from it. To determine the WCET for a task, the task is subjected to 
WCET analysis, which determines the execution time when the task is executed 
in its worst-case scenario. A task�s execution time is said to be the time it takes 
for a chosen CPU to execute the tasks compiled code. WCET analysis can give a 
range to the WCET it computes from safe, which is strictly greater than or equal 
to actual WCET, to tight, which can be less than the actual WCET but inside 
sensible margins. The cumulative amount of WCET from all tasks in a system 
determines the minimum CPU time the system must provide for execution of 
tasks. While it is important not to underestimate the computed WCET for tasks, 
to provide predictability, one also want it to be as tight as possible to minimize 
the required amount of CPU time. Hence, the wanted tightness of the WCET is 
decided as a tradeoff between predictability and minimizing CPU time, where 
less CPU time could make a real-time system do more or be less expensive to 
manufacture. 
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Actual WCET analysis for a task is generally done in one of two ways, 
measurement or static analysis. With the measurement approach, the task is run 
in what is determined to be its worst-case scenario (which is often very hard to 
predict) and the task�s execution time is measured.  After the measurement has 
been taken, a safety amount is added to the measured time that accounts for the 
case where the real worst-case scenario is worse that the one used. The need to 
use a safety margin shows the main drawback of using measurement, namely the 
insecurity of not covering the worst-case scenario. With static analysis, both the 
source code and executable code of the task is inspected, so that both hardware 
and software can be taken into consideration. From this inspection, the tasks 
main properties are determined and a WCET estimate is generated. This 
estimate provides a safe upper bound of the WCET, but tends to be very 
pessimistic. 
 
 
As already mentioned, when determining the WCET of a task both hardware 
and software is taken into account, each of which can considerably change its 
WCET. Estimating WCETs by taking into account hardware�s impact is referred 
to as low-level analysis, while estimating WCET numbers by only taking into 
account software impact is called high-level analysis. Using both low- and high-
level analysis can help both measurement and static analysis to provide better 
WCET figures. Measured WCET can be made more reliable by using low- and 
high-level analysis to better determine worst-case scenarios. Static analysis can 
become less pessimistic by using low- and high-level analysis to eliminate 
unnecessary parts of task such as dead paths, or by taking processor caches in 
account when determining the WCET of a piece of code. This thesis, however, 
primarily focuses on high-level analysis, and assumes that the low-level analysis 
can be performed using one of the existing well-established approaches to low-
level WCET analysis. 
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Chapter 3  

Preliminaries 
This chapter of the thesis introduces several well-established techniques for 
performing WCET analysis, used to produce part of the information presented in 
later parts of this thesis. In section 3.1 a simple timing schema is presented, 
followed by symbolic worst-case execution time analysis (presented in section 
3.2) and scope-tree WCET analysis (presented in section 3.3). The theories and 
ideas behind the automated probabilistic WCET analysis are presented in section 
3.4. The aspect analyzer, a tool for performing the automated aspect-level 
WCET analysis, is presented in section 3.5. 

3.1 Simple Timing Schema 

To perform the WCET analysis, in general, a program is turned into a syntax 
tree where leafs are basic blocks (sequence of instructions that have no control 
flow instructions except possibly at the end) and inner nodes that are syntactic 
compositions of blocks such as sequential, conditional and loop constructions. 
Most WCET analysis techniques use this syntax tree together with a timing 
schema for each node to do all its calculations. A timing schema is a set of rules, 
which allows the determination of the execution time of a program as a function 
of the execution of its components [9].  
 
The timing schema introduced in [11] uses a simple set of rules and assumes that 
the WCETs of basic blocks are already determined by low-level analysis. These 
rules are expressed as follows: 
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(ST1) WCET(A) = the WCET of basic block A. 
 
(ST2) WCET(A + B) = WCET(A) + WCET(B), Sequence of blocks. 
 
(ST3) WCET(if E then A else B end if) = WCET(E) + max(WCET(A), 

WCET(B)), Conditionals 
 

(ST4) WCET(for E loop A end loop) = WCET(E) + n(WCET(A) + 
WCET(E)), Loops, where n is the maximum number of iterations of the 
loop. 

 
This is a straightforward timing schema that allows WCET calculations of a 
piece of software that can be expressed as composition of basic blocks, by 
applying the rules (ST1)-(ST4) on the basic blocks and their compositions. 

3.2 Symbolic Worst-Case Execution Time Analysis 

As explained in section 2.5, worst-case execution time (WCET) is a central 
measurement for a task in real-time and it is used to schedule tasks in real-time 
system. As such, temporal analysis an important element in the development of 
real-time software and provides bounds to the execution time of each task. 
WCET analysis is often done on two levels: a) low-level, which analyses 
compiled code together with hardware characteristics, and b) high-level, which 
analyses the source code together with feasible execution paths, to obtain a 
WCET. 
 
An important goal when obtaining a task�s WCET is to find a tight WCET, that 
is to say as close as possible to the real WCET of that task. Normally a task�s 
WCET is obtained once and then used for all calculation where the task is used, 
such calculations are safe but can lead to overestimations, as the WCET of task 
can change depending on how the task is used. Symbolic WCET [8] is another 
way of expressing the WCET of a task; it uses symbolic expressions instead of a 
constant number to express the WCET of a task. These symbolic expressions 
are, in fact, algebraic expressions that can be used to express things such loop 
and conditionals, found in the source code when doing high-level analysis. As 
such, these algebraic expressions make it possible to avoid two common 
overestimations of high-level WCET analysis: the number of loop iterations and 
subprogram calls in a task. Thus, symbolic WCET analysis obtains a tighter 
WCETs, as the symbolic expressions makes it possible to calculate separate 
numerical values of WCETs for each context in which a task is used. 
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Figure 3.1 shows the source code of the power function (adapted from [8]) used 
here to illustrate the WCET calculations necessary to make a symbolic WCET. 
These calculations demonstrate both the concept and the advantages of using 
symbolic WCET. The example power function calculates the n-th power of a 
float number f; if n is negative, the function instead computes )(

1
nabsf

. 

 
Figure 3.1 Code and the control flow graph (CFG) of the power function 

The traditional approach to calculate the WCET of the power function (e.g., 
simple timing schema from section 3.1) would be to find the blocks adhering to 
the functions longest execution path, with the help of control-flow graph (CFG, 
see Figure 3.1), and adding those blocks together. Because the n parameter to 
the power function controls the number of loop iterations, we need to put a 
range on it to get a numeric WCET. Therefore, putting ]10,10[−∈n , makes 10 the 
maximum number of loop iterations, and adding the execution times for each 
code block (shown in parenthesis in Figure 3.1) gives the following WCET for 
the power function: 
 

6374244)0,560max(99)317117(10270)583,301max(11150 =++++++++=powerWCET . 
 
Using simple timing schema technique to calculate the WCET results in a very 
pessimistic number as it holds dead paths. Dead paths are the parts of an 
execution path that can never be taken together, i.e., the two conditional if 
statements (line 6 and 18 in Figure 3.1) can never be taken at the same time but 
they are in the same path, thus they represent a dead path. These WCET 
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calculations also assume that the number of loop iterations is always the 
maximum 10, which is not always true. 
 
If we formulate the WCET as a symbolic WCET, with algebraic expressions and 
using exponent n as the parameter e, instead of forcing a range on it, we can 
observe that we get a tighter WCET in the following manner. With the 
assumption that the e bracket expression is equals one when true and zero when 
false, the WCET for the power function would be the following: 
 

2440]0[560]0[99)317117(

117270)583]0[301]0[11150)(
)(

1
+≥+<++++

++≥+<++=

∑
=

ee

eeeWCET
eabs

i

power

. 

 
By using Maple (a Computer Algebra System) or a similar program this 
expression can be simplified to: 
 

, 
 
which results in the maximum WCET for the power function when e = -10: 
 

6092=powerWCET  
 
By expressing the WCET of the power function as a symbolic WCET a tighter 
WCET value is obtained than by using the more traditional approach as the 
symbolic WCET can avoid dead paths. Another advantage of symbolic WCET 
is that the symbolic expressions are parameterized until the call to the function is 
calculated, which allows the symbolic WCET analysis to obtain a tight WCET 
for each value of the parameter it is called with. 
 
The symbolic WCET analysis extends the rules from the simple timing schema 
(presented in section 3.1). The extensions make it possible to better express 
complicated conditionals and loops. The symbolic WCET timing schema also 
assumes that the values of WCET of basic block are known. To make the more 
detailed expressions, this timing schema requires more knowledge of the 
program, such as which conditionals are taken together and the bounds of loops. 
The rules of the symbolic WCET timing schema are expressed as follows: 
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(SY1) WCET(A) = the WCET of basic block A. 
 
(SY2) WCET(A + B) = WCET(A) + WCET(B) is the WCET of a sequence 

of basic blocks. 
 

(SY3) WCET(if X then A else B end if) = WCET(X) + [X]WCET(B) + [not 
X]WCET(C). Where [X] represents the expression X when it is true and 
[not X] when it is false. If information about the conditional variable X is 
not available, the conditional expression is instead written as WCET(X) + 
max(WCET(B), WCET(C)). 

 
(SY4) WCET(For i in a .. b loop D end loop) = if the bounds of the loop is 

known, the WCET expression can be written as WCET(Pre) 

+ . If the bounds are not known the expression 

can be written as WCET(Pre) + n * (WCET(D) + WCET(Post)). Where 
WCET(Pre) is the initialization of the loop and WCET(Post) the 
evaluation of the loops exit condition. 

∑
=

+
b

ai
i PostWCETDWCET ))()((

3.3 Scope-Tree Timing Schema 

The scope-tree timing schema [13] differs from the other two timing schemas in 
that it expects the basic blocks to be connected by a scope-tree. A scope-tree is a 
generalization of the syntax tree and is made out of scopes. Scopes are 
equivalent to sub-trees in the syntax tree and, thus, each scope has only one 
parent scope. The scopes represent both the behavior and the WCET value of a 
syntax tree with two expressions: ω  and ϕ . One )(ω  represents the scopes 
WCET and the other ( )ϕ  worst-case execution frequency; the worst-case 
execution frequency is expressed as viewed from another scope. Hence, the 
expression  represents the number of times scope S is executed for each 
execution of outer scope R. The benefit of expressing the execution of scopes 
this way is that it can represent a more complex relation between scopes. If we 
have a scope T with parent S that has a parent R and if each execution of scope R 
executes S ten times, which makes scope T execute twice. This can be 
represented with the expression  and no assumption need to be made that T 
is executed ten times for each execution of scope R. The expression  can 
also be written as when in conjunction with the WCET of the 
scope. 

R
Sϕ

2=R
Tϕ

α
2=R

Tϕ
α =)ϕ ×2(R

T

 
The WCET of scope S as seen from parent scope R can, thus, be expressed as 

, where the )( S
R
S ωϕ Sω  expression represents both the WCET of scope S and the 
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sons of S. A symbolic expression is constructed by following the scope-tree 
from bottom to top and using the following rules: 
 

(SC1) WCET(S) = , the WCET of basic block S. numberS
R
S =)(ωϕ

 

(SC2) WCET( ) = when scopes  are in sequence, with 

. 

1SSo +

α

∑
=

1

0
)(

i
S

R
S ii

ωϕ iS

αϕ ∗= 1)(R
Si

 
(SC3) WCET(S: while (T) do B) = ∑

i
S

R
S ii

)(ωϕ when scopes  are in a loop. 

The test (T) and body (B) of the loop are both viewed as sequences, but 
with different 

iS

ϕ  expressions. The expression for the body is  
(when R is the parent scope of S) and the test expression for the test is 

. 

R
S

S
B ϕϕ =

ααϕαϕ += )()( S
B

S
T

 
(SC4) WCET(S: if X then  else ) = 0S 1S )}({

ii SSiMax ωϕ  and the test (X) is 
viewed as part of scope R, where R is the parent scope of S. 

3.4 pWCET 

pWCET [9, 10] is a framework for performing probabilistic WCET analysis for 
embedded real-time systems. pWCET uses a combination of measurement and 
static analysis to obtain WCET of a piece of program. Measurement is used to 
determine execution traces and static analysis is used to find the longest path of 
the program, which together provides an upper bound on the WCET of a 
program. Probabilistic WCET analysis aims to determine the probability 
distribution of the WCET of a code fragment. 
 
pWCET gets its timing schema by analyzing execution traces of the running 
program. An execution trace is a list of pairs (instruction, timestamp) that tells at 
which time a particular instruction of the program was executed. Figure 3.2 
shows an example of an execution trace output. 
 

 
Figure 3.2 Example of execution trace output used by pWCET 
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Thus, by correlating the instructions that make up a block in the program, it is 
possible to find the execution times of each block by comparing the start and 
end time for those instructions. Running the code on a cycle accurate simulated 
CPU or compiling and injecting trace code into the program and running it on a 
native platform are two ways to make these traces.  
 
Each type of node in the syntax tree (such as a sequence, conditional or loop) 
gets associated with a rule in the timing schema. pWCET aims to provide a 
timing schema built on probability distribution and operations on random 
variables instead of integers. Because each type of node (sequence, conditional, 
loop) has different dependencies, pWCET uses separate expressions based on 
random variables for each type to correctly determine their probability 
distribution. 
 
pWCET determines the probability distribution of the execution times of 
individual units by a measurement approach. The program to be analyzed is run 
under a large number of test scenarios and the execution time recorded from 
which the probability is determined. This is a frequentist determination of 
probability, according to the paper [9] describing pWCET. From the probability 
WCET of each individual unit in a basic block, pWCET calculates the 
probability WCET for each basic block of code. Because each basic block is 
probability distributed and, thus, depends on random variables, pWCET needs to 
define the sum and max function for the basic blocks. When the basic blocks 
form a sequence, pWCET uses three different expressions to calculate the sum 
of the sequence depending on the dependency between the basic blocks. The 
basic blocks of a sequence could be either independent, their dependency is 
known or their dependency is not known (which is the general case). pWCET 
also has different expressions to calculate the sum if the basic blocks are part of 
a conditional or loop construct. The WCET of a program is calculated as the 
sum of the basic blocks it contains by the rules defined by pWCET. Table 3.1 
shows an overview of the rules used by pWCET.  
 
The formulas shown in the table are derived from statistical formulations, such 
as the sequence formula, which is derived from the expression Z = X + Y. 
Which starts by defining the random variables X and Y, which are further 
defined by their distribution functions  x] P[X F(x) ≤= and y]  P[Y  G(y) ≤= . X and Y 
is also defined as the random variables for two code segments A and B that are 
executed in sequence: A;B. We then let Z denote the random variable that 
describes the execution time of that sequence. To determine the execution time 
of the sequence we need to determine the probability distribution of Z. Z can be 
formulated in statistical terms as Z = X + Y, and therefore we are interested in 
computing . If X and Y are assumed to be independent from the 
execution of each other (the simplest dependency), H can be computed by 

z]  Y  P[X H(z) ≤+=
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performing standard convolution between F and G: . 

Further description of the definition of the rules used by pWCET can be found 
in the pWCET paper [9]. 

∫ −=
x

dxxzGxFzH )()()(

− dxxzG )(

y)

 
Sequence of independent basic 
blocks X and Y 

∫=
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xFzH )()(  

Sequence of basic blocks X and Y 
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2 ))(),(min()(

Iteration over basic blocks X and Y 444 8444 76 n

BEBEEZ )()( ++⋅⋅⋅+++=  
Table 3.1 Overview of rules used by pWCET depending on the context of basic blocks 

To use pWCET one starts by giving as input C source code file that contains a 
standalone program that includes the program itself, a main function to run the 
program, and the test data needed by the main function. pWCET then starts by 
compiling this code without optimizations to an executable suitable for running 
on a MIPS processor. Figure 3.3 provides an overview of the stages in pWCET 
analysis.  
 

 
Figure 3.3 pWCET overview figure from [9] 

The object code of the compiled program is read by a structural analyzer and 
turned into a control flow graph (CFG). By analyzing the compiled code, all 
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compiler transformations are captured while still minimizing the dependency on 
the programming language used. This control flow graph is then turned into a 
syntax tree representation called the extend syntax tree (XST). The XST is 
stored in a XML file and is structured as a set of trees containing five types of 
nodes: basic blocks, sequences, conditionals, loops and function calls. Each tree 
represents a subprogram that makes up the overall program. The first tree in a 
set represents the main program. Structure analysis also adds XST information 
to each node as to which code the node corresponds to. 
After the structural analysis, the compiled program is executed on the 
SimpleScalar1 process simulator, which generates the traces needed by the trace 
analyzer. The trace analyzer uses information from the XST to get the start and 
end addresses for each block and accumulates all the results from parsing each 
trace. The result of the analysis is a set of execution time profiles (ETP), which 
corresponds to the discrete probability density function of individual blocks. The 
trace analyzer also does loop identification by identifying loops from the 
information in the XST. From this a loop trace is made, which is an indication of 
the index counters of each loop for a particular run of the program. From the 
loop trace, the maximum loop iteration for each loop is determined. 
To compute the WCET of the program, pWCET uses a timing program 
generator that traverses the tree in post order and applies the timing schema 
rules to each node in the tree, the end result of this being a set of commands on 
how to compute the timing program for a given tree. The timing program can be 
implemented in a choice of languages (Ada, ML, Matlab) and is currently 
implemented as an ML program. Hence, as part of computing the WCET, an 
ML program is automatically generated and executed to compute the WCET of 
the program. 
The main output from pWCET is the XST, which holds all information about 
the WCET and a structural representation of the program. 
 
Figure 3.4 shows the main window of the pWCET program, the buttons at the 
top representing the major stages outlined above.  
 

                                           
1 SimpleScalar is a MIPS cycle accurate simulator 
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Figure 3.4 Main window of pWCET application 

After the simulation and WCET computations have been made, pWCET 
provides a graphical representation of the XST that can be used to inspect the 
results of the simulation and WCET computations. Figure 3.5 shows the XST 
window showing the XST tree of the program, each rectangular representing one 
or the other XST type nodes. 
 

 
Figure 3.5 XST window from pWCET with the basic block context menu showing 
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By clicking on one of the blocks in the XST window, as also seen in Figure 3.5, 
a menu is displayed, which provides a choice of ways to look at the information 
that that block represents. By choosing �View ETP�, the figures of both the 
measured and computed WCET are displayed, as shown in Figure 3.6. 
 

 
Figure 3.6 View ETP window from pWCET showing measured and computed WCET 

numbers 

Figure 3.6 shows the �View ETP� window of one basic block; the basic block 
being the finest granulated part of the program that the WCET is measured and 
computed for in pWCET. The measured WCET in this window represents the 
different execution times the simulator got when it ran the particular instructions 
that this block in the XST represents. These measured WCET numbers are 
shown in the window as pairs together with the number of times they occurred. 
The computed WCET in this window represent the output from the timing 
program, where the computed WCET are shown in pairs together with their 
probability, i.e.,  (WCET, probability).  
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Figure 3.7 Window from the edit command from a basic block  

Figure 3.7 shows the �Edit� window of basic block of a loop. This window 
shows how the WCET of the loop is calculated by using the WCET of each of 
the basic blocks contained in the loop. 
 
We can observe that pWCET tool can be used to effectively measure the WCET 
of a basic block of a program, and therefore, the results of the obtained 
measured basic block WCETs can be utilized by other timing schemas discussed 
in this section to determine the WCET of a program consisting of basic blocks.  

3.5 Aspect Analyzer 

Aspect analyzer is a tool that calculates (WCET) of each operation in a RTCOM 
component based on aspect-level WCET specifications. Aspect advices can 
affect none; one or several different operations and can use any number of 
mechanisms from the component. Because of this, aspect advices can change the 
WCET of any number of operations. Therefore, the aspect analyzer needs the 
aspect-level WCET specifications of each mechanism, operation and advice that 
are used to weave the final RTCOM component. The whole chain of events 
from aspect and component code to WCET specifications of aspect and 
components can be seen in Figure 3.8. Code from the aspects and components 
go through a tool for calculating their symbolic WCET and a set of aspect-level 
specifications are written for the components and aspects. A system is proposed, 
built by a set of components and aspects, for each component and aspect an 
aspect-level WCET specification is fed to the aspect analyzer. From that 
information the aspect analyzer produces WCET numbers for each components 
after they have been weaved, without actually requiring the weaving to take 
place. 
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Figure 3.8 Whole chain of events when using the aspect analyzer with aspects and 

components 

The input to the aspect analyzer can be component description language (.cdl) 
files, aspect description language (.adl) files or both. These two file formats are 
aspect-level WCET specifications of components and advices as outlined in the 
run-time part of the RTCOM model (see [12] for the extensive description of 
RTCOM]). Examples of component description language and aspect description 
language files are shown in Figure 3.9. 
 

 
Figure 3.9 Example of component description language (left) and aspect description 

language (right) 

The aspect analyzer consists of two parts. The first part, called the pre-
processor, consists of a parser and a scanner generator. The pre-processor is 
used to parse the data found in the description files and store the data in internal 
structure for later use. If the description files contain any variables, as part of a 
symbolic expression or mechanism count, the pre-processor prompts the user for 
the values and stores them along with the other data. The pre-processor also 
validates the description files for correct syntax, so if the files do not use correct 
syntax, the pre-processor prints out an error description.  
The second part of aspect analyzer, called the WCET analyzer, uses the data 
from pre-processor to calculate the WCET of each operation according to the 
algorithm for aspect-level WCET analysis outlined in Figure 3.10. The aspect 
WCET analyzer performs the computations using a set of rules that define how 
to compute a new WCET of an operation woven with aspects, depending on the 
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type of an advice in the aspect. For example, for the advice of the type before 
modifying an operation, the new WCET of the operation would be computed 
using the value of an old WCET (i.e., WCET of an operation without aspects), 
and augmenting that value with the WCET of the before advice. This rule 
reflects the fact that the code of the before advice would, after aspect weaving, 
be inserted before the code of the operation. Similar rules exist for the advices of 
types after and around. 

 
Figure 3.10 Main algorithm for calculating the operations WCET in the aspect analyzer 

The results from the WCET analyzer are stored into a file in the system 
description language format. Output from the aspect analyzer represents a priori 
estimate of the actual WCET of operations in the weaved RTCOM components. 
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Chapter 4  

Verification of the Aspect Analyzer 
This chapter presents the verification of the aspect analyzer by first presenting 
the requirements for the verification in section 4.1, followed by the test case 
used in the verification process (section 4.2). The steps of the verification 
process are discussed in section 4.3. The steps include: basic block identification 
(section 4.4), alternative WCET computations (section 4.5), and aspect-analyzer 
computations (section 4.6). The results of the computations and the comparisons 
of results are presented in section 4.7. The chapter finishes with section 4.8 that 
contains observations related to techniques used in the verification process. 

4.1 Verification Requirements 

Using the aspect analyzer to calculate the WCET of a weaved component 
requires an aspect-level WCET specification of each mechanism, operation and 
aspect advice. The aspect analyzer uses these aspect-level WCET specifications 
and a set of rules [12] to calculate the WCET of each operation in the weaved 
component. 
 
Thus, to verify the aspect analyzer, one would first use the aspect analyzer to 
compute the WCET of a test case component, which has at least one aspect 
advice related to it. Then, one would need to compare that with the measured 
WCET of the same test case component after the aspect has been weaved into 
the component. 
 
Hence, to perform the verification of aspect analyzer, the following is required: 

• aspect-level WCET specification of a complete test case, that includes 
aspect-level specifications of components and of aspect advices, and 

• WCET of the complete test case after the test case component has been 
weaved with aspect advices. 
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To write an aspect-level WCET specification of the complete test case, one 
should obtain the following:  

• the internal WCET of each mechanism, operation and an advice in the 
form of a symbolic expression. 

• mechanisms used by each operation and an aspect advice, and the number 
of times a mechanism is used in an operation or an aspect advice. 

 
To enable comparison with WCET output from the aspect analyzer, we require a 
tool that can measure the WCET of each weaved operation separately so that 
values those values can be directly compared to the values from the aspect 
analyzer output. 

4.2 The Test Case 

To be able to test the aspect analyzer, a small test case was constructed 
according to the RTCOM component model. The constructed test case consists 
of a simple linked list implemented in C and an aspect consisting of one advice 
implemented in AspectC++ [3].  The component is built with mechanisms that 
are in turn used to build operations. The advice of the aspect within the test case 
modifies an operation of the linked list component.  
 
Table 4.1 shows an overview of the use of mechanisms and what the purpose of 
each mechanism is. Figure 4.1 shows code from the createNode and linkNode 
mechanisms. 
 

Mechanism Purpose 
createNode Allocates the memory space needed for a 

single linked list node and stores the 
provided data into that node. 

linkNode Adds a single linked list node to the 
provided linked list. 

unlinkNode Removes a single linked list node from the 
provided linked list. 

deleteNode De-Allocates the memory space of a 
single linked list node. 

getNextNode Returns the single linked list node that 
follows the provided node in the linked list. 

Table 4.1 Description of mechanisms used in the test case 
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Figure 4.1 Source code of the createNode and linkNode mechanisms 

Table 4.2 shows an overview of the operations of the linked list component and 
the purpose of each operation. For example, the operation listInsert that creates a 
node in the list is implemented using each of mechanism createNode, linkNode 
once. Furthermore, operation listDestroy that destroys the nodes in the list uses 
mechanism deleteNode nrNodes times, where nrNodes represents the size of the 
linked list. Figure 4.2 shows the code of the listPrint and listCreate operations. 
The mechanisms given in Table 4.1, together with appropriate glue code, are 
then used to build each operation (Figure 4.2 shows the code of the listPrint and 
listCreate operations). 

 
Operation Purpose Mechanisms used Times used 
listCreate Allocates the memory needed for the linked 

list and initializes the structure. 
none 0

listDestroy Removes all linked list nodes in from the 
linked list, de-allocates their memory and 
finally de-allocates the linked list. 

unlinkNode 
deleteNode 

getNextNode 

nrNodes
nrNodes
nrNodes

listInsert Creates a single linked list node with the 
provided data and inserts it at first into the 
linked list. 

createNode 
linkNode 

1
1

listRemove Removes all linked list nodes that contains the 
provided data from the linked list. 

unlinkNode 
deleteNode 

getNextNode 

nrNodes
nrNodes
nrNodes

listPrint Prints out the data contained in all the linked 
list nodes in the linked list onto the screen. 

getNextNode nrNodes

Table 4.2 Description of the operations used in the linked list component 
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Figure 4.2 Source code of the listCreate and listPrint operations 

The simple around advice of the append aspect (see Figure 4.3) changes the 
policy of how data is inserted into the list, from an insert first to an append 
insert. This implies that instead of always inserting the new node at the top of 
the list, the new node is (after aspect weaving) always inserted at the end of the 
linked list. 
 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Source code of the append aspect advice (bottom) and the listInsert operation 

(top) 
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Aspect Advice Purpose Mechanisms used Times used 
listInsertAppend Creates a single linked list node with 

the provided data and inserts it last 
in the linked list. 

createNode 
linkNode 

getNextNode 

nrNodes
nrNodes
nrNodes

Table 4.3 Description of the aspect advice used in the test case 

Table 4.3 gives an overview of the aspect advice, mechanisms it uses and the 
number of times the advice uses each of the mechanisms. As the linked list is 
designed in a manner that allows only the first node in linked list to be easily 
found, to be able to append the node at the end of the list. Thus, an exhaustive 
search is necessary within the advice listInsertAppend to find the last node in the 
linked list each time a new node is inserted (see the code of the advice in figure 
4.3). Therefore, the advice is dependent on the number of nodes in the list. 
Moreover, after weaving of the Append aspect into the linked list component, 
the listInsert operation is also dependent on the number of nodes in the list. 
Therefore, the operation�s WCET fluctuates due to the changes in size of the 
linked list. 
 
When weaving the around aspect advice with the component, the code of the 
listInsert operation is replaced by the code of the listInsertAppend advice. Figure 
4.4 illustrates source code of the component after aspect weaving. As can be 
seen from the figure, the original listInsert (lines 16-20) is replaced by the new 
listInsert operation (lines 22-24) that implements the code of the advice 
listInsertAppend (lines 1-14). 
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Figure 4.4 Excerpt of source code from the weaved test case with old and new listInsert 

4.3 Verification Steps 

To properly verify the aspect analyzer we need to compare the results of WCET 
computations of the weaved test component obtained by another WCET analysis 
technique with the results of WCETs of the weaved test component obtained by 
the aspect analyzer. Hence, the verification process can be divided in the 
following four major verification steps. 

1. Basic block identification, where basic blocks constituting the test 
case, i.e., mechanisms, operations and internal parts of an operation, 
are identified and their WCETs obtained. 

2. Alternative WCETs computations, where the WCETs of operations of 
the test case component weaved with aspects are obtained using 
approaches to WCET analysis discussed in chapter 3.  

3. Aspect analyzer WCETs computations, where the WCETs of 
operations weaved with aspects are obtained using aspect analyzer.   

4. Result comparison, where results obtained from the second step is 
compared with results from the third step.  

Both the second and the third verification step require identification of basic 
blocks (the first verification step) in the code of the test component and the 
advice. For example, theoretical approaches to WCET analysis, i.e., simple 
timing schema, symbolic WCET analysis and scope-tree analysis (exception is 
pWCET), assume knowledge of WCETs of basic blocks, as these are used to 
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build the programs and, therefore, expressions for the WCET. Similarly, for 
obtaining the aspect-level WCET specifications knowledge of basic blocks and 
their WCETs is required, as those constitute mechanisms and internal parts of 
operations. Since pWCET tool (described in chapter 3) provides representation 
of a program as the tree of basic blocks and gives values for WCETs of each of 
the blocks, in order to successfully perform the verification steps 2-3, we use 
pWCET in the first step of the verification process. 
 
In the following sections we describe how each of the verification steps is 
performed.  

4.4 Basic Block Identification  

The decomposition of subprograms into basic blocks can be viewed by a 
graphical user interface (GUI) of pWCET, which is included with pWCET to 
view the XST.  The GUI of pWCET also provides a window with a detailed way 
of looking at the composition of a subprogram. Figure 4.5 shows each basic 
block of a simple subprogram as nodes in a tree. Figure 4.5 also shows how 
basic block nodes can be put together into complex nodes, such as sequences, 
conditionals and loops. Examples of sequences and loops in figure 4.5 are the 
while loop (while S100) and the sequence (seq S102) it contains. Because each 
subprogram WCET is calculated by adding together each basic block (using 
probabilistic rules), one could, by picking only certain basic blocks that are of 
interest, calculate the WCET of only a part of a subprogram. 
 

 
Figure 4.5 Screenshot from pWCET showing composition of basic blocks 
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pWCET, thus, can be used to analyze a component as each subprogram in 
pWCETs interpretation becomes equivalent to a mechanism or an operation. As 
the test case aspect advice is an around advice, it is also equivalent to a 
subprogram. Furthermore, pWCET provides both a measured and computed 
WCET of each mechanism, operation and aspect advice when it was run with 
the chosen input data.  
 
We illustrate the process of basic block identification of an operation by using 
the listRemove operation as an example. The listRemove operation was chosen 
to illustrate these steps as it contains all elements found to be of interest for 
WCET analysis, namely loops, conditionals and sequences.  Using the Figure 
4.7 that displays the syntax tree belonging to listRemove, we can easily identify 
all basic blocks of the operation.  We use Table 4.4 to make a note about the 
execution context of each basic block, which can be:   

• basic, which implies that no further computation is needed,  
• conditional, which implies that we should take the cost of conditional 

evaluation into account, and  
• loop, which implies that we should take the cost of each loop in account. 
  

Basic block Execution context
S111 basic 
S127 basic 
S128 basic 
S113 loop-conditional 
S115 loop 
S116 loop 
S117 loop 
S126 loop 
S125 loop + conditional 
S120 loop + conditional 
S121 loop + conditional 
S122 loop + conditional 
S123 loop + conditional 
S123 loop + conditional 
S124 loop + conditional 

Table 4.4 Context-dependencies of basic blocks in the listRemove operation 

 
Obtaining the basic blocks used for building an expression for internal WCET is 
more complex, and we illustrate the process of identification on the same 
example of listRemove operation. Hence, the tree from figure 4.7 shows the 
complete tree of nodes that listRemove consists of, with the internal WCET 
blocks marked with letters A-E. 
 
By choosing each basic block of an operation that is not affiliated with calls to 
other mechanisms or operations, one would have all basic blocks that represent 
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the internal WCETs of operations. Thus, by adding together those basic blocks, 
one would obtain the internal WCET. To choose only the basic blocks of an 
operation that are not affiliated with calls to other mechanisms or operations, 
one needs to check which lines in the source code belongs to these basic blocks. 
To determine what lines of source code each basic block represents is simple, as 
the GUI provides a window in which the source code of each basic block can be 
seen. Shaded lines in Figure 4.6 show the lines of code that represent basic block 
S100 from Figure 4.5. 
 

 
Figure 4.6 Screenshot from pWCET of the source code of an operation with the lines of 

a basic block shaded 

Careful inspection of each subprogram with pWCET results in determining all 
basic blocks of an operation or advice that account for their internal WCET. 
Expressing the internal WCET as symbolic WCET expressions requires 
separating an operation�s internal WCET into parts that depend on variables and 
those that do not. These variables control things such as which conditional is 
taken or the number of rotations in a loop. This separation can be done by 
reading the source code of each operation or advice and identifying the parts that 
are dependant on input or other variables. 
By inspecting the source code of each operation or advice, one can also 
determine what other mechanisms or operations an operation or advice uses. By 
taking loops and conditionals in account, one can also calculate how many times 
each operation or advice uses other operations or advices. This is important 
because the aspect analyzer calculates an operation�s WCET by adding together 
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the operation�s internal WCET with the WCET of each operation and 
mechanism the operations uses. 
 

 
Figure 4.7 Syntax tree from pWCET of the listRemove operation 

Figure 4.8 shows the complete source code of the listRemove operation with the 
internal WCET basic blocks A-E highlighted, Figure 4.9 shows the source code 
of basic block A of listRemove highlighted in a pWCET GUI window. 
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Figure 4.8 Basic blocks in the source code of the listRemove operation 

 

 
Figure 4.9 Screenshot from pWCET showing shadowed source code that belongs to a 

basic block 

Next step is to take note in which context each basic block is in. Table 4.5 to 
shows the execution context of each basic block. 
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Basic block Execution context

A basic 
B basic 
C basic 
D conditional + loop 
E loop 

Table 4.5 Overview of execution context of basic blocks containing the internal WCET 
of listRemove 

The context of a block execution is determined as follows. The first selected 
basic block (A) is a simple sequence (shadowed source in Figure 4.9), which 
probabilistic WCET value has already been calculated by pWCET, thus noted 
basic. The next two (B and C) selected basic blocks (line 7 and 16 in Figure 4.8) 
are simple and noted basic. In the loop (line 7-15 in Figure 4.8), the selected 
basic blocks are noted loop. First selected (D) basic block (line 12 in Figure 4.8) 
in the loop is in a conditional and is noted conditional too. Selected (E) basic 
block (line 14 in Figure 4.8) is just noted loop. 
As no further basic blocks contain any internal WCET of listRemove, the 
selected basic blocks A to E represent the blocks, which WCET is the internal 
WCET of listRemove. 

4.5 Alternative WCETs Computations 

In this section we present the WCET computations performed using WCET 
techniques presented in chapter 3. As already mentioned, to successfully carry 
out this step of the verification, i.e., determine WCETs using theoretical timing 
schemas, knowledge of WCETs of basic blocks is fundamental. Moreover, as 
pWCET technique to WCET analysis provides a tool that can automatically 
determine WCETs of basic blocks, we first discuss the way pWCET is used to 
obtain WCETs of basic blocks, mechanisms, and operations (section 4.5.1), and 
then present theoretical computations we performed manually using simple 
timing schema (section 4.5.2), symbolic WCET analysis (section 4.5.3) and 
scope-tree WCET technique (section 4.5.4). The theoretical calculation process 
is illustrated in detail on an example operation, namely listRemove.   
 

4.5.1 pWCET Measurements 
Because we are using calculated data from pWCET for verifying the aspect 
analyzer, one can also verify that pWCET itself provides accurate data by 
comparing its own actual measurements with the calculated WCET it outputs. 
To get the WCET of the weaved components, the weaved code was run through 
pWCET so it would be easy to do a comparison. 
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Almost all mechanisms and operations in the test case component are made out 
of more than a single basic block. pWCET computes a number of different 
WCETs for each mechanism and operation. Additionally, each computed 
WCET of a mechanism or an operation is accompanied with a probability 
number that indicates which number is most likely to be the WCET of that 
mechanism or operation.  
 
Figure 4.10 shows an example of the measured and computed WCET of an 
operation given by pWCET. The measured (top) WCET is shown in pairs with 
the number of times each WCET was measured; in this case the WCET was 
measured to be 3170, and the number 1201 indicates that the operation was run 
a total of 1201 times. The computed (bottom) WCET is shown in pairs with the 
probability of each WCET; in this case the probability of the operation having 
the WCET of 3449 is approximately 0.3, where the probability is measured 
between 0 and 1. 
 
Although pWCET gave as an output a great number of measured and computed 
WCET values for each mechanism and operation (see Figure 4.10), we did not 
want to introduce additional complexity in WCET calculations by using many 
different numbers for each mechanism, operation and aspect advice. Thus, we 
made the choice to introduce some criteria to help in choosing numbers to 
represent the WCET of each mechanism, operation and aspect advice as follows. 
 

1) First criterion was to choose the largest and smallest measured WCET of 
each mechanism or operation, to show the range (or no range if there only 
was a single measured WCET), between which the measured WCET 
varied. We chose these numbers to make it easier to notice large 
variations indicating that the WCET was dependant on variables such as 
input data. 

2) Second criterion was to choose the least and most likely computed WCET 
to highlight the difference between them. The least and most likely 
WCET values were chosen to illustrate how different the WCETs could 
be, depending on the probability deemed acceptable for the user of the test 
case. 

3) Third criterion was to choose the largest and smallest computed WCET to 
compare with the least and most likely WCET. This criterion was made to 
demonstrate that the least and most likely WCETs were not always 
comparable to the smallest and largest WCETs. 
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Figure 4.10 Screenshot from pWCET showing the measured and computed WCET of a 

operation 

Criteria 1-3 where then used to choose what output data from pWCET to present 
in Table 4.6 for each mechanism and operation in the test case. Running the 
simulation 1201 times on the test case and then calculating the computed WCET 
made the output from pWCET, which we display in the table. 
 
Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Measured WCET 24919 3170 247 - 8403 326 - 6208 83 - 479764
Computed WCET(most likely) 24919 3449 272 127867 489637
Computed WCET(least likely) 24919 >4341 293 290835 501337
Computed WCET(largest) 24919 5945 8424 290835 501571
Computed WCET(smallest) 24919 3449 272 126780 484787
            
Mechanism createNode linkNode unlinkNode deleteNode getNextNode 
Measured WCET 155 - 8029 52 - 195 52 - 291 129 - 2345 16 – 88
Computed WCET(most likely) 155 77 62 129 88
Computed WCET(least likely) >554 98 >250 >764 88
Computed WCET(largest) 8029 216 319 2368 88
Computed WCET(smallest) 155 77 62 129 88

Table 4.6 Overview of WCET of mechanisms and operations in the test case before 
weaving obtained from pWCET 

As can be seen from Table 4.6, the WCET of mechanisms and operations varies 
quite a bit, as the input data to the different operations changes, e.g., listRemove 
WCET varies due to the changing input it is getting. These variations are 
noticeable in both the computed and the measured WCET. Both the largest and 
the smallest WCETs are included to show the range of the WCETs pWCET 
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produces. As the values for most and least likely WCET indicate, it is not 
always the largest WCET that is least likely to occur, or the smallest WCET that 
is most likely to occur, even though that seems to be the most common case. 
Some numbers have �a larger than� sign (>) attached to them, which signify that 
the number after the sign or any larger number is just as likely to occur. In some 
cases the computed smallest value is larger than the smallest measured value, 
while this may look strange it is a consequence of the difference of 
measurements and the probabilistic timing schema (used for the computed 
values). Measurement is made by timing the execution of a program in a 
particular circumstance, which may not execute a large portion of a program, 
while the computations are computed using a timing schema that strictly 
enforces what part of a program to include. 
Some WCETs of mechanisms and operations measured fluctuates significantly 
indicating that their WCET is heavily dependent on their input; this can be 
clearly seen in the case of listPrint operation. Table 4.11 also shows that the 
computed WCET in most case remains in range with the measured WCET, 
indicating that the rules used by pWCET for calculations give tight WCET 
bounds. 
 
Table 4.7 shows the output of pWCET on the test case after it has been weaved 
with the aspect advice, and run through the simulation 1245 times to compute its 
WCET. As the aspect advice only changes the listInsert operation, all other 
differences between Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, are because pWCET has 
performed measures differently, even though the source code has not changed at 
all. The slight difference between the values measured in different experiments, 
on the same source code, occurs because the execution traces used for 
measurements differ slightly between each simulation and, thus, change the 
numbers pWCET uses to calculate the WCET.  
 
Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Measured WCET 24874 3219 341 - 8573 332 - 6257 36 - 431958
Computed WCET(most likely) 24874 3474 8492 125322 439391
Computed WCET(least likely) 24874 >4369 8632 275788 450291
Computed WCET(largest) 24874 5847 16832 275788 450509
Computed WCET(smallest) 24874 3474 8492 124412 433898
            
Mechanism createNode linkNode unlinkNode deleteNode getNextNode
Measured WCET 155 - 7996 40 - 149 52 - 243 129 - 2245 63
Computed WCET(most likely) 155 78 63 129 63
Computed WCET(least likely) >495 109 >247 >815 63
Computed WCET(largest) 7996 180 272 2293 63
Computed WCET(smallest) 155 78 63 129 63

Table 4.7 Overview of WCET data of mechanisms and operations from pWCET after 
weaving the test case 
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The WCETs of listInsert have changed significantly from their values in Table 
4.6. This was expected, as the original listInsert did not have a dependency on 
the input data or the size of the linked list, while the aspect advice listInsert has 
a big dependency on the size of the linked list.  
 
Plot 1 and 2 are generated using the built in tool for generating WCET 
probability plots for any basic block, found in the GUI provided by pWCET.  
They show how the probability of a WCET of subprograms changes. P on the 
Y-axis is the calculated probability, which ranges from one to zero, where one 
means that it will always happen and zero that it will never happen. Time on the 
X-axis is the WCET of the subprogram. The curve identified as M:F shows how 
the measured WCET probability changes, while the C:F curve shows how the 
calculated WCET probability changes. 
 
The input dependency can be seen quite clearly in Plot 2 as the measured WCET 
grows and shows that for this particular input to the program, a large list is not 
very likely. Another observation is that in Plot 1 both the measured and 
calculated WCET lie close to each other while in Plot 2 they are far apart. This 
seems to indicate that an accurately calculated WCET is harder to determine 
when a subprogram is dependent on input. 
 

 
Plot 1 Probability plot graph of the listInsert operation before the test case has been 

weaved 
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Plot 2 Probability plot graph of the listInsert operation after the test case has been 

weaved 

4.5.2 Simple Timing Schema 
We use the simple timing schema rules (ST1-ST4) presented in section 3.1 and 
the context of the basic blocks displayed in Table 4.4 to calculate the WCET of 
operation listRemove. 
 
Basic blocks S111, S127, and S128, we denote as basic and can, thus, be set in a 
sequence and calculated as: 
 

WCET (S111 + S127 + S128) 
 
Basic blocks S113, S115-S117 and S120-S126 are all part of a loop but one can 
divide them further. S115-S117 and S126 are just basic blocks in the loop, while 
S113 is the conditional that controls the loop. Basic blocks S120-S124 are one 
branch of the conditional inside the loop, while S125 is the other. Accordingly 
we first put the all the basic blocks in the context of the loop and then put them 
in their second context:  
 

WCET (S113) + n * (WCET (S115+S116+S117+S126) + 
max((WCET(S120+S121+S122+S123 S124), WCET (125)) + WCET (S113)) 

 
Together, all basic blocks are seen as a sequence in the context of the 
listRemove operation and are assembled as such: 
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WCET(listRemove) = WCET (S111 + S127 + S128) + WCET (S113) + n * 
(WCET(S115+S116+S117+S126) + max((WCET(S120+S121+S122+S123 

S124), WCET(125)) + WCET (S113)) 
 
Replacing the symbols for each basic block with their actual WCET, each basic 
blocks �largest� WCET value from pWCET, we get the following expression: 
 
WCET(listRemove)  = 148 + n * (103 + 56 + max((5+319+3+2368+8), 0) + 31) 

 
The other operations symbolic WCET expressions, made by using the simple 
timing schema, are shown in Table 4.8. 
 

Operation Symbolic WCET Expression 
listCreate 10924810 +=WCET  
listDestroy )30236831988(303140)( +++×++= nnWCET  
listInsert 53)5396450(8468)( ++++×+= nnWCET  
listRemove 31))0),8236833195max((5610331(148)( ++++++++×+= nnWCET
listPrint 53)535788274604(30191)( +++++×+++= nnWCET  

Table 4.8 Symbolic WCET expressions of the test case operations after weaving using 
the largest WCET values and calculated using the simple timing schema 

4.5.3 Symbolic Timing Schema 
In this section, by means of the simple timing schema rules (SY1-SY4) as 
presented in section 3.1 and Table 4.4 giving the context of the basic blocks, we 
calculate the WCET of operation listRemove. 
 
Since we denote basic blocks S111, S127, and S128 as basic and we, thus, set 
them in a sequence and calculated them as such: 
 

WCET (S111 + S127 + S128). 
 
In the context of the loop, we find the basic blocks S113, S115-S117, and S120-
S126, but one can divide them into smaller contexts. S115-S117 and S126 are 
just basic blocks belonging to the loop, while S113 is the post conditional 
expression of the loop. Basic blocks S120-S124 belong to one branch of the 
conditional inside the loop, while S125 belong to the other. Thus, we first set 
them in the context of the loop and then in their other context like this: 
 

∑
=









+++++

++++n

i SSSSSSSWCET
SSSSWCET

1 113)125),124123122121120(max((
)126117116115(  

 
Because all of the basic blocks as a whole represent a sequence of blocks 
belonging to listRemove and we assemble them as such: 
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For each symbol that denotes a WCET we replace it with the actual WCET, the 
WCET value representing each basic blocks �largest� WCET value, and get the 
following expression: 
 

∑
=

++++=
n

i 1
31)0,2703max(56103148)emoveWCET(listR  

The other operations are calculated in the same way using the symbolic timing 
schema rules and are shown in Table 4.9. 
 

Operation Symbolic WCET Expression 
listCreate 10924810 +=WCET  
listDestroy )30236831988(3140)( +++×+= nnWCET  
listInsert )5396450(8468)( +++×+= nnWCET  
listRemove ))0),8236833195max((5610331(148)( +++++++×+= nnWCET
listPrint )535788274604(30191)( ++++×+++= nnWCET  

Table 4.9 Symbolic WCET expressions of the test case operations after weaving using the 
largest WCET values and calculated using the symbolic timing schema 

4.5.4 Scope-Tree Timing Schema 
Since the scope-tree timing schema can only be used on a scope-tree, the 
listRemove syntax tree was converted into a scope-tree, which is shown in 
Figure 4.4. Therefore, by using the rules for the scope-tree timing schema (SC1-
SC4) and the information gathered from the scope-tree, we calculate the WCET 
of operation listRemove as follows. 
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Figure 4.11 Scope-Tree of the listRemove operation 

 
The symbols used in the scope-tree from figure 4.11 have the following meaning 
(the x symbol denotes multiplication): 

• Sϕ  - scope is executed as many times as parent scope, 

•  - scope is executed n times for each execution of parent scope, S

Χ

ϕ

•  - represents sequence and loop nodes, +ω
•  - represents basic block nodes, ¤ω
•  - represents conditional nodes. #ω

 
The scope frequency symbols that is annotated in Figure 4.11 are defined as 
follows: 
 

ααϕ ×=
Χ

nrNodesS )(114  
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ααϕαϕ +=
ΧΧ

)()( 114113 SS     
   (1) 

ααϕ =)(SXXX  
 
From given definitions, the scope-tree and the scope-tree rules, we can write the 
WCET of listRemove as follows:  
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Χ
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By simplifying all ϕ  expressions according to scope frequency symbols (1), we 
can simplify the equation above, and it results in the following: 
 

113113125124123122121120

126117116115111127111

))),max((
(

SSSSSSSS

SSSSSSS

nrNodes
nrNodes

ωωωωωωωω
ωωωωωωω

+×+++++
++++×+++  

 
Inserting the basic blocks WCET values instead of symbols, chosen as each 
basic block�s �largest� WCET value, we get the following equation: 
 

WCET(listRemove) = 93 + 1 + 54 + nrNodes * (3 + 88 + 56 + 12 + 
max((5 + 319 + 3 + 2368 + 8), 0) + nrNodes * 31 + 31 

 
Using the same timing schema rules on the other operations resulted in the 
symbolic WCET expressions shown in Table 4.10 
 
Operation Symbolic WCET Expression 
listCreate 10924810 +=WCET  
listDestroy 3030)236831988(730172591)( +×+++×++++= nnnWCET  
listInsert 5353)96450(631813280025025115)( +×+++×+++++++= nnnWCET
listRemove 3131))0),8236833195max((56103(148)( +×+++++++×+= nnnWCET  
listPrint 5353)5788274604(30191)( +×++++×+++= nnnWCET  

Table 4.10 Symbolic WCET expressions of the test case operations after weaving using the 
largest WCET values and calculated using the scope-tree timing schema 
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4.6 Aspect Analyzer WCETs Computations 

To provide basis for comparison of the results obtained by alternative WCET 
analysis methods on the weaved test component with the ones obtained by the 
aspect analyzer, we used three theoretical methods to obtain the aspect-level 
specifications, namely simple timing schema (section 4.6.1), symbolic 
expression timing schema (section 4.6.2), and scope-tree timing schema (section 
4.6.3). These timing schemas were adequately modified for the purpose of 
representing the results in form of aspect-level specifications. Furthermore, as 
underlying values for WCETs of basic blocks and mechanisms in making the 
aspect-level specifications, we use WCETs obtained by pWCET.   

4.6.1 Simple Timing Schema 
By using the rules ST1-ST4, presented in section 3.1, and the notes from Table 
4.5 made about each selected basic block, we can create a symbolic expression 
as follows: 
 
Selected nodes A, B, and C are a sequence, thus (ST2) 

WCET(A+B+C) = WCET(A) + WCET(B) + WCET(C). 
 
The nodes D and E are in a for-loop and thus (ST4)  

WCET(for Z loop D+E end loop). 
As basic block D is in an if-conditional it needs to be further expanded, thus 
(ST3)  

WCET(if X then D else NIL end if). 
 
Putting these together and expanding each from the above rules, we get the 
expression: 
 

 
WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = WCET(A) + WCET(B) + WCET(C) + 

WCET(FOR-LOOP) + n*(WCET(FOR-LOOP) + WCET(IF-
CONDITIONAL) + max(WCET(D) , 0) + WCET(E)) 

 
By inspecting the source code of the listRemove operation, one can determine 
that the nrNodes variable bounds the for-loop and thus n can be exchanged for 
nrNodes in the expression. The final symbolic WCET expression is then made 
by replacing each basic block WCET expression with actual numbers, obtained 
by pWCET, as shown below (the bracket annotations after each numbers is used 
to show what the number in front of them represent): 
 

WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = 93 [WCET(A)] + 1 [WCET(B)]  + 54 
[WCET(C)]  + 31 [WCET(FOR-LOOP)] + nrNodes *  
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( 31 [WCET(FOR-LOOP)]  + 56 [WCET(IF-CONDITIONAL)] + 8 
[max(WCET(D), 0)] + 58 [(WCET(E)] ) 

 
If we set nrNodes to 103, we get the following numbers: 
 

WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = 15938 
 
Table 4.11 shows the internal WCET of all operations in the linked list 
component, expressed as symbolic WCET expressions, computed using the 
simple timing schema. 
 

Operations listCreate ListDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 

Internal WCET (largest) 24810+109 
91+25+3017+ 
7+30+nrNodes*30 82+63 

93+1+54+31+ 
nrNodes*(31+56+8+58) 

91+1+30+54+ 
nrNodes*(54+4604) 

Internal WCET (most likely) 24810+109 
91+25+3017+ 
7+30+nrNodes*30 13+16 

23+1+7+7+ 
nrNodes*(7+9+8+11) 

68+1+30+54+ 
nrNodes*(54+4487) 

            
Uses           
createNode 0 0 1 0 0
linkNode 0 0 1 0 0
unlinkNode 0 NrNodes 0 nrNodes* 0
deleteNode 0 NrNodes 0 nrNodes* 0
getNextNode 0 NrNodes 0 nrNodes nrNodes 

Table 4.11 Compilation of data needed to make aspect-level WCET specifications of test 
case operations, made using the simple timing schema 

Table 4.12 shows the internal WCET of the listInsertAppend aspect advice, 
computed using the simple timing schema. 
 

Aspect listInsertAppend 
Internal WCET (largest) 115+25+67+53+nrNodes*53 
Internal WCET (most likely) 24+1+16+7+nrNodes*7 
    
CreateNode 1 
LinkNode 1 
UnlinkNode 0 
DeleteNode 0 
GetNextNode nrNodes 

Table 4.12 Compilations of data needed to make aspect-level WCET specification of test 
case aspect advice, made using the simple timing schema 

By using internal WCET numbers from Table 4.11, 4.12, it is possible to write 
aspect-level WCET specifications for the component and an aspect advice 
(given in Figure 4.12) used in the test case. 
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Figure 4.12 Snippets from aspect-level WCET specification of mechanism and 

operations (left), and aspect advice (right) from the test case 

 

4.6.2 Symbolic Expression Timing Schema 
Using notes from Table 4.5 and using rules SY1-SY4, presented in section 3.2, 
the chosen basic blocks can be used to form a symbolic expression as follows: 
 
Nodes A-C are noted as basic and can be considered a sequence, thus (SY2)  

WCET(A+B+C) = WCET(A) + WCET(B) + WCET(C). 
 
Nodes D and E are noted as being in a for-loop and thus (SY4)  

WCET(For i in a .. b loop D+E end loop). 
 
Basic block D is also in a conditional statement, and needs to be further 
expanded, thus (SY3)  

WCET(if X then D else NIL end if). 
 
Expanding each symbolic expression and using the fact that each symbolic 
expression made from blocks A-E forms a sequence, the following symbolic 
expression can be made: 
 
WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = WCET(A) + WCET(B) + WCET(C) + 

WCET(Pre) +∑  
=

++++
b

ai
PostWCETEWCET ))(X]0[not   [X]WCET(D)  WCET(X))((

 
Reading the source code of listRemove, one can complement and simplify the 
symbolic expression. As the for-loop iteration is controlled by the nrNodes 
variable, the sum-expression be rewritten as: 
 

∑
−

=

++++

1

0
))(X]NIL[not   [X]WCET(D)  WCET(X))((

nrNodes

i
PostWCETEWCET . 
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This new sum-expression is equivalent to: 
 

nrNodes * (WCET(E) + WCET(X) + [X]WCET(D) + [not X]NIL + 
WCET(Post)). 

 
The conditional expression can be simplified to just WCET(X) + WCET(D) as 
the [not X] alternative would add no WCET and, thus, [X] is the worst-case. 
Even though the if-conditional had a [not X] that added WCET, the if-
conditional would still need to be simplified to the expression WCET(X) + 
max(WCET(B), WCET(C)), as the aspect analyzer is not equipped to handle the 
more complex expression. 
 
These simplifications change the symbolic expression into this: 
 

WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = WCET(A) + WCET(B) + WCET(C) + 
WCET(Pre) + nrNodes * (WCET(E) + WCET(X) + WCET(D) + WCET(Post)) 

 
This expression looks similar to the symbolic expression made from the simple 
rules in section 4.6.1 and using actual figures for the WCET symbols should 
indicate if the timing schemas yield similar results. Replacing the above WCET 
symbolic expressions WCET symbols with actual numbers results in the 
following: 
 

WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = 93 + 1 + 54 +  
nrNodes*(31 + 58 + 56 + 8) 

 
The WCET for basic blocks A and the for-loop Pre is intermingled in the 
number 91 so there is no need to have a number for both WCET(A) and 
WCET(Pre). If we set nrNodes to 103, the same number used in the WCET for 
simple rules we get: 
 

WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = 15907 
 
If we compare this to number calculated by the simple rules, it is clear that the 
difference in numbers comes from the way in which the rules calculate loops. 
The symbolic expression timing schema differing between Pre and Post, while 
the simple rules using the loops total WCET when calculating iterations. Except 
for the differences in the rules used for loops, the expression made by using the 
symbolic expression timing schema looks very similar to the simple timing 
schema, when used in the context of this test case and the simplifications 
required by the aspect analyzer. 
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When constructing the internal WCET using the symbolic timing schema, the 
expressions change as a result of the differences between the simple and the 
symbolic timing schema�s handling of loops, as outlined above. The result is 
shown in Table 4.13, with all operations in the linked list component expressed 
as symbolic WCET expressions. 
 

Operations listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 

Internal WCET (largest) 24810+109 
91+25+3017+ 
7+nrNodes*30 82+63 

93+1+54+ 
nrNodes*(31+58+56+8) 

91+1+30+ 
nrNodes*(54+4604) 

Internal WCET (most likely) 24810+109 
91+25+3017+ 
7+nrNodes*30 13+16 

23+1+7+ 
nrNodes*(7+11+9+8) 

68+1+30+ 
nrNodes*(7+4487) 

            
Uses           
createNode 0 0 1 0 0
linkNode 0 0 1 0 0
unlinkNode 0 nrNodes 0 nrNodes* 0
deleteNode 0 nrNodes 0 nrNodes* 0
getNextNode 0 nrNodes 0 nrNodes nrNodes 

Table 4.13 Compilation of data needed to make aspect-level WCET specifications of test 
case operations, made using the symbolic timing schema 

The internal WCET of the aspect advice constructed using the symbolic timing 
schema shows similar differences, since it also contains a loop. The internal 
WCET of the listInsertAppend aspect advice is shown Table 4.14. 
 

Aspect listInsertAppend 
Internal WCET (largest) 115+25+63+nrNodes*53 
Internal WCET (most likely) 24+1+16+nrNodes*7 
    
CreateNode 1 
LinkNode 1 
UnlinkNode 0 
DeleteNode 0 
GetNextNode nrNodes 

Table 4.14 Compilations of data needed to make aspect-level WCET specification of test 
case aspect advice, made using the symbolic timing schema 

 

4.6.3 Scope-tree Timing Schema 
For the timing schema rules presented in section 3.3 to be applicable, the 
listRemove syntax tree will need be transformed into a scope-tree. Therefore, 
some scopes are defined by transforming the listRemove syntax tree in Figure 
4.7 as shown in figure 4.11. [S110] is scope S, [S112] is scope U, [S114] is 
scope V, [S118] is scope W, and the parent scope to S is R. 
 
By following the scope-tree, using rules SC1-SC4 from section 3.3 and the notes 
from Table 4.5, the chosen basic blocks can be used to form a symbolic 
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expression as follows. As nodes A-C are basic blocks as noted by the notes and 
can therefore be considered a sequence of scope S, thus (SC2) 

WCET(A+B+C) = . )()()( C
S
CB

S
BA

S
A ωϕωϕωϕ ++

 
Nodes D and E are noted as being in a for-loop and thus (SC3)  

WCET(U: while (T) do D+E). 
 
Basic block D is also in a conditional statement, and needs to be further 
expanded, thus (SC4)  

WCET(W: if(X) then D else Nil). 
 
By taking each separate symbolic expression, expanding them using the rules 
SC1-SC4, and considering the fact that each symbolic expression made from 
blocks A-E forms a sequence, the following symbolic expression can be made: 
 

WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) =  + 
 ) 

(R
Sϕ

) +

)()()( C
S
CB

S
BA

S
A ωϕωϕωϕ ++

})),({ NilMax D
V
D ωϕ()(()(( X

V
XE

V
E

U
VT

U
T

S
U ωϕωϕϕωϕϕ ++

 
When using this timing schema on the provided test case, some simplifications 
can be made; the notation of form , and variations, does not change any 
calculations, except for one, therefore the other notations of that form can safely 
be removed from the symbolic expression. The exception from this is , which 
in this context can be represented by a multiplication expression, as each 
execution of scope S makes scope U execute nrNodes times. It should be noted 
that the aspect analyzer could not handle the implications that form  imply 
and in those cases where it could change calculations, it would need to convert 
into a form known to the aspect analyzer. Further simplifications can be made, 
by removing the Max expression, since the maximum of 

R
Sϕ

S
Uϕ

R
Sϕ

Dω  and nil will always 
be Dω . After these simplifications the above symbolic expression can be written 
as follows: 
 

WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = CBA ωωω ++ + Tω  + 
nrNodes*( )DXET ωωωω +++  

 
Except for the different notation, this symbolic expression looks very similar to 
the symbolic expressions made from using the timing schemas in section 4.6.1 
(simple rules) and 4.6.2 (symbolic expression rules). Inserting real numbers 
instead of these notations will reveal how much a difference there is between 
these rules. Changing the notations in the symbolic expression from notations to 
real numbers gives the following expression: 
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WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = 93 +1 + 54 + 31 + nrNodes*(31 + 58 + 
56 + 8) 

 
This expression looks similar to the expression calculated from the simple rules. 
By replacing nrNodes with the number 103 we can more easily compare it with 
the output from the simple rules, which results in the following: 
 

WCET(listRemove[Internal WCET]) = 15938 
 
This is identical to the number from the calculations made by using the simple 
rules. The test case used combined with the simplifications needed by the aspect 
analyzer, seems to have made the results from using the scope-tree timing 
schema very similar to the results from using the simple rules. Comparing the 
scope-tree timing schema to the symbolic expression timing schema, the 
difference seems to be the rules used for loops. At least in the context of this test 
case and the simplifications required by the aspect analyzer. 
 
When simplified like shown above, the scope-tree timing schema construct 
internal WCET expressions identical to the one done using the simple timing 
schema. This effect is apparent in Table 4.15, which shows the symbolic 
expressions representing the internal WCET numbers for the test case 
component. 
 

Operations listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 

Internal WCET (largest) 24810+109 
91+25+3017+ 
7+30+nrNodes*30 82+63 

93+1+54+31+ 
nrNodes*(31+58+56+8) 

91+1+30+54+ 
nrNodes*(54+4604) 

Internal WCET (most likely) 24810+109 
91+25+3017+ 
7+30+nrNodes*30 13+16 

23+1+7+7+ 
nrNodes*(7+11+9+8) 

68+1+30+7+ 
nrNodes*(7+4487) 

            
Uses           
createNode 0 0 1 0 0
linkNode 0 0 1 0 0
unlinkNode 0 nrNodes 0 nrNodes* 0
deleteNode 0 nrNodes 0 nrNodes* 0
getNextNode 0 nrNodes 0 nrNodes nrNodes 

Table 4.15 Compilation of data needed to make aspect-level WCET specifications of test 
case operations, made using the scope-tree timing schema 

The aspect advice follows a similar fate, which is apparent when comparing 
Table 4.16 and Table 4.12. 
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Aspect listInsertAppend 
Internal WCET (largest) 115+25+63+53+nrNodes*53 
Internal WCET (most likely) 24+1+16+7+nrNodes*7 
    
CreateNode 1 
LinkNode 1 
UnlinkNode 0 
DeleteNode 0 
GetNextNode nrNodes 

Table 4.16 Compilations of data needed to make aspect-level WCET specification of test 
case aspect advice, made using the scope-tree timing schema 

4.7 Result Comparison 

In this section, we compare WCET values of the weaved test component 
obtained by alternative WCET calculation methods, including simple timing 
schema, symbolic expression timing schema, scope-tree timing schema, and 
pWCET (automated probabilistic WCET analysis), with the results obtained by 
aspect analyzer. 

4.7.1 Aspect Analyzer Vs. pWCET 
First, we study how the WCETs of the component without aspects obtained by 
the aspect analyzer when aspect-level specifications are calculated using simple 
timing schema, compares to the output from pWCET (WCET values). Table 
4.17 shows a compound of the output from the aspect analyzer, when given the 
aspect-level WCET specification of the test case, and the pWCET output from 
Table 4.6. As the aspect analyzer needed a number for the nrNodes variable in 
the symbolic expressions, found in the aspect-level WCET specifications, the 
maximum size of the linked list (103), same as in the test program, was used to 
produce Table 4.17. 
 

Aspect Analyzer 
Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Calculated WCET (most likely) 24919 34997 261 32380 476940
Calculated WCET (largest) 24919 292085 8390 301763 489014
            

pWCET 
Measured WCET 24919 3170 247 - 8403 326 - 6208 83 - 479764
Computed WCET(most likely) 24919 3449 272 127867 489637
Computed WCET(least likely) 24919 >4341 293 290835 501337
Computed WCET(largest) 24919 5945 8424 290835 501571
Computed WCET(smallest) 24919 3449 272 126780 484787

Table 4.17 Compound output from aspect analyzer and pWCET before the test case has 
been weaved 
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When comparing different outputs in Table 4.17, one can see that listCreate has 
the same value in all rows. This is because an exact aspect-level WCET 
specification of an operation that does not depend on any external input or has 
any dependencies between its basic blocks is simple to obtain and gives an exact 
WCET value.  
 
The WCET values from the listDestroy and listRemove operations however do 
not compare favorably to the pWCET output. The discrepancy for listDestroy 
can be explained by looking at the test program made to run the test case 
through pWCET, where the listDestroy operation was always run with an empty 
linked list. 
 
An explanation for the WCET discrepancy in listRemove could be that it has a 
conditional statement in its main loop which, when taken into account adds a 
significant execution time for the operation. As the aspect-level WCET 
specification is written by using the simple rules (see section 4.6.1), the aspect 
analyzer makes calculations as if this conditional statement is always taken. This 
is a consequence of the rules used in the case of conditional statements, to not 
underestimate the WCET if the conditional statement is always executed. We 
can see that this differs a lot from reality as seen from the measured WCET, 
which compared to the most likely calculated WCET differ by 80%. 
 
For the listInsert and listPrint operation the numbers lines up adequately with 
both the measured and computed WCET from pWCET, thus their aspect-level 
WCET specifications seem to reflect how the WCET changes depending on 
input. Therefore, it can be observed that using written aspect-level WCET 
specifications does provide a correlation to the WCET as measured by pWCET. 
 
We also compared the calculated WCET of the weaved component from the 
aspect analyzer when given an aspect-level WCET specification of an advice, to 
the pWCET output from the weaved code. Table 4.18 shows both the output 
from the aspect analyzer given the complete aspect-level WCET specification of 
the test case including aspect advices and the pWCET output from the weaved 
test case (extracted from Table 4.7). 
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Aspect Analyzer 

Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Calculated WCET (most likely) 24919 34997 10065 32380 476940
Calculated WCET (largest) 24919 292085 23028 301763 489014
            

pWCET 
Measured WCET 24874 3219 341 - 8573 332 - 6257 36 - 431958
Computed WCET(most likely) 24874 3474 8492 125322 439391
Computed WCET(least likely) 24874 >4369 8632 275788 450291
Computed WCET(largest) 24874 5847 16832 275788 450509
Computed WCET(smallest) 24874 3474 8492 124412 433898

Table 4.18 Compound output from aspect analyzer and pWCET after the test case has 
been weaved 

By comparing the listInsert numbers, it is easy to conclude that the aspect 
analyzer does a slight overestimation with the most likely calculated WCET 
compared to the likely and measured WCET of pWCET, while doing a large 
overestimation in the case of largest calculated WCET.  This overestimation is 
15% when comparing most likely WCET numbers and 27% when comparing 
largest calculated WCET. The written aspect-level WCET specification of the 
advice seems to be using an internal symbolic WCET expression that is too 
conservative. We are not sure why this is the case, but our hypothesis is that the 
loop in listInsert is not captured correctly in the current internal symbolic WCET 
expression. 

4.7.2 Aspect Analyzer Vs. Manual Calculations 
Next, we compare outputs of the aspect analyzer obtained by inputting aspect-
level WCET specifications calculated using different timing schemas (see 
sections 4.6.1 - 4.6.3) with the manually computed WCETs of the weaved 
component (see section 4.5.2 - 4.5.4). 
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Aspect Analyzer (Simple Timing Schema) 

Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Calculated WCET (most likely) 24919 34997 10065 32380 476940
Calculated WCET (largest) 24919 292085 23028 301763 489014

            
Aspect Analyzer (Symbolic Timing Schema) 

Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Calculated WCET (most likely) 24919 34967 10058 32373 472045
Calculated WCET (largest) 24919 292055 22971 301732 488960
            

Aspect Analyzer (Scope-Tree Timing Schema) 
Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Calculated WCET (most likely) 24919 34997 10065 32380 472052
Calculated WCET (largest) 24919 292085 23024 301763 489014
            
            

Manual Calculation (Simple Timing Schema) 
Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Calculated WCET (Most Likely) 24919 34997 8841 33513 485488
Calculated WCET (Largest) 24919 292085 26649 298158 497562
            

Manual Calculation (Symbolic Timing Schema) 
Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Calculated WCET (Most Likely) 24919 34967 8834 33506 484531
Calculated WCET (Largest) 24919 292055 26596 298127 497509
            

Manual Calculation (Scope-Tree Timing Schema) 
Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Calculated WCET (Most Likely) 24919 34997 8841 33513 485488
Calculated WCET (Largest) 24919 292085 26649 298158 497562
            
            

pWCET 
Operation listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint 
Measured WCET 24874 3219 341 - 8573 332 - 6257 36 - 431958
Computed WCET(most likely) 24874 3474 8492 125322 439391
Computed WCET(least likely) 24874 >4369 8632 275788 450291
Computed WCET(largest) 24874 5847 16832 275788 450509
Computed WCET(smallest) 24874 3474 8492 124412 433898

 
Table 4.19 WCET of test case operations after weaving, calculated by different timing 

schemas 

Table 4.19 displays WCET calculations of the test case operations after they 
have been weaved with aspects. Each different timing schema was used to 
calculate the WCET numbers with both the aspect analyzer, by the way of 
aspect-level WCET specifications, and manual calculations using the original 
timing schemas.  
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When comparing the numbers from the aspect analyzer made by the different 
timing schemas, we see that they are almost identical. The numbers from the 
simple and scope-tree timing schemas are identical, while the numbers from the 
symbolic timing schema diverge by a small amount. Either these small 
differences originate in the constraint of having to use the aspect analyzer or that 
the test case is too simple for the different timing schemas to have any larger 
impact. This in turn has made the aspect-level WCET specifications almost 
identical, which explains the similar WCET numbers. 
 
Comparisons, between the numbers made from the manual calculations, seem to 
be similar with the numbers made by aspect analyzer. Where the simple and 
scope-tree timing schemas WCET numbers are identical and the symbolic 
timing schema WCET numbers deviate some from the other two. Since there are 
few constraints when manually calculating, the notion that the aspect analyzer 
constrains the usage of the timing schemas when calculating WCET of 
operations does not seem to hold. Thus, the other notion that the test case does 
not include any complex dependencies that would set the different timing 
schemas apart, seems to hold more ground in these circumstances. However, a 
more complex test case could also realize the suspected constraints that come 
from using the aspect analyzer. 
 
Comparing all calculated WCET numbers for each operation, we see that the 
operations listCreate and listDestroy are the same between all calculations, 
while the WCET numbers for the other operations differ between calculations. 
The listInsert operation has a large difference between the manual calculations 
versus using the aspect analyzer, while the listRemove and listPrint operations 
display a slight but not significant difference in their WCET numbers. 
Each of these operations (listInsert, listRemove and listPrint) does display a 
different pattern in their difference between calculations made with the aspect 
analyzer and those made by manual calculations. ListInsert has a lower �most 
likely� WCET value while having a larger �largest� WCET value in the manual 
calculations. ListRemove on the other hand is the opposite and has a larger 
�most likely� WCET while having a smaller �largest� WCET value when 
manually calculating. ListPrint breaks that pattern and the manual calculations 
give both a larger �most likely� WCET value and a larger �largest� WCET 
compared to the calculations made by the aspect analyzer. 

4.7.3 Aspect Analyzer Vs. pWCET Vs. Manual Calculations 
To better understand the differences in numbers between using pWCET, aspect 
analyzer and manual calculations a chart was made to illustrate the differences 
graphically. The WCET values for aspect analyzer and manual calculations are 
taken from simple timing schema. Since the difference between each timing 
schema is minimal (0,02%) and the WCET numbers are small, this is not 
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thought to be a problem. Figure 4.13 is the chart where the �most likely� WCET 
value was chosen and Figure 4.14 is chart of the �largest� WCET values. 

WCET Comparision (Most Likely)

listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint

Operation

Aspect Analyzer

 

 

Manual Calculations pWCET

Figure 4.13 Comparison between the largest WCET values from manual calculations, 
aspect analyzer and pWCET 
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WCET Comparision (Largest)

listCreate listDestroy listInsert listRemove listPrint

Operation

Aspect Analyzer

 

Manual Calculations pWCET

Figure 4.14 Comparison between the largest WCET values from manual calculations, 
aspect analyzer and pWCET 

When comparing the numbers from manual calculations to the numbers 
produced by pWCET, it is obvious that they are closer to values produced by the 
aspect analyzer than those of pWCET. This comparison is equally true whether 
compared to the �largest� or the �most likely� WCET number. 
 
When comparing the different patterns brought by either using the aspect 
analyzer or manually calculating the WCET numbers, one clear pattern emerges. 
The WCET numbers from manual calculations are either identical or slightly 
higher that the ones from the aspect analyzer, except for one operation, in both 
the largest and most likely comparisons. Manual calculations can, thus, in be 
said to estimate the WCET the same or slightly higher than the aspect analyzer. 

4.8 Observations 

By writing a correct aspect-level WCET, specification of each mechanism, 
operation and advice aspect analyzer appears to do a good job of estimating the 
WCET of weaved code. The aspect-level WCET specification also seems to be 
flexible enough to capture most information needed to produce an accurate 
estimate of most operations and advices. pWCET seems to be a flexible tool that 
be used in a wide range of ways thanks to the wealth of information it presents 
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to user. It would be even better though if pWCET could provide symbolic 
WCET expressions instead of the probabilistic WCET that it does now as it 
takes a good amount of work to do your own symbolic WCET expressions of 
the interesting parts. 
 
One general observation, is that the that the aspect analyzer stacks up well to the 
numbers produced by manual calculations, but does not fare well against the 
number produced by pWCET. This is not surprising since the pWCET tool is 
more directed towards soft real-time systems, while the methods used by both 
manual calculations and the aspect analyzer assume a hard real-time system. 
 
The simple rules used to write the aspect-level WCET specifications seem to fail 
to capture the more subtle and complex dependencies between basic blocks, the 
aspect analyzer, thus, seems to overestimate the WCET as compared to pWCET 
and the more complex rules used by pWCET. This limitation can also be seen 
when constructing aspect-level WCET specifications with the help of more 
complex timing schemas (symbolic, scope-tree) and leads to simplifications of 
the rules used by the timing schemas. 
 
Doing the calculations manually instead of with the aspect analyzer does 
produce different results for some operation, but the direction of the changes is 
not predictable. Sometimes, the calculations by hand produce lower WCET 
values for some operations while producing larger WCET values for others. 
Though the WCET numbers from the calculations by hand, differ from the 
output of aspect analyzer they are still more in line with them than with the 
number produced by pWCET. When, for example comparing largest WCET 
values from listRemove, the difference between manual calculations and aspect 
analyzer is 1%, while the difference between manual calculations and pWCET is 
7.5%. 
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Chapter 5   

Summary 
This chapter is outlined as follows. Section 5.1 of this chapter contains 
conclusions established while working on the thesis, while section 5.2 suggests 
directions for the future work. 

5.1 Conclusions 

The aspect analyzer, at this moment, requires a lot of work by the developer who 
wishes to use it. Namely, the developer must provide aspect-level WCET 
specifications for both components and aspects, and writing such a specification 
entails a significant amount of code inspection and WCET measurements to 
obtain the required information. The upside to the aspect analyzer, when the 
mentioned specifications are available, is that it saves the developer a lot of 
time. A typical example is when an array of different components and aspects 
combinations must be tried to find an acceptable WCET for a certain 
environment or an application. Without the aspect analyzer, the developer would 
be forced to weave all the different combinations, compile them and, finally, run 
them to measure their WCET. Since the aspect analyzer does computations on 
aspect-level WCET specifications, only when a component and aspect 
combination fulfills the developer�s WCET requirement, he/she needs to weave 
components and aspects. Furthermore, the developer can, if needed, measure the 
WCET of the weaved code to confirm the configuration�s WCET values. 
 
The verification process has shown that the aspect analyzer, in some 
circumstances, does come close to the measured WCET, which should represent 
a �tight� WCET. These circumstances imply a program that does not have large 
part that are controlled by conditional statements or that are inside loops where 
the rotational count fluctuate significantly. If the program contains these, the 
aspect analyzer normally overestimates the WCET. This is because aspect-level 
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WCET specifications must be written with the assumption that conditional 
statements are always taken and loops always loop its maximum amount every 
time. However, if the specifications were not written in this way, they would not 
represent a worst-case execution of a program. Calculations made using such 
specification could instead produce an execution time that is below WCET and 
would not be safe to use in a hard real-time system. 
 
Some of the assumptions that need to be made when writing aspect-level WCET 
specifications are due to limitations in the representation of the WCET 
information in the aspect analyzer. Normal symbolic WCET expressions [8] 
contain, when dealing with conditional statements, a max function that returns 
the greatest WCET value of two or more code pieces, which is then used for 
further computations. Currently, the aspect analyzer does not support symbolic 
expression with a max function, and the writer of the aspect-level WCET 
specification must choose one of the conditional statement expressions, which 
he/she assumes, contains the largest WCET. The test case though is written in 
such a way, that this limitation does not have an impact on its aspect-level 
WCET specifications. 
 
To overcome the limitations exhibited by the aspect analyzer, WCET numbers 
for the test case were also calculated by hand using several timing schema rules 
[8, 11, 13]. These WCET numbers did display some difference from the WCET 
numbers made by the aspect analyzer, four of the operations differ by 0 - 3.3%, 
while the fifth operation (listInsert) differ by 12%. However, the similarity 
between the WCET numbers produced by the aspect analyzer with the ones 
calculated manually using different timing schemas was greater than with the 
WCET values obtained by measurements using the pWCET tool. Another 
observation is that the differences between each of the timing schemas resulting 
WCET values were small (0,02%). An observation to make is that the test case 
may be too simple to show any major differences between the timing schemas 
and maybe a more complicated one should have been used. Though, one of the 
reasons for a simple test case were to ease several of the processes that need to 
be completed when writing an aspect-level WCET specification, such as manual 
identification of internal WCET. A larger test case would have complicated such 
a process. 

5.2 Future Work 

In the course of working with this thesis, some limitations and a need for 
extended features in the aspect analyzer where recognized. In this section, we 
explain directions for the future work on the aspect analyzer that would help in 
overcoming the current limitations and providing the needed new features. 
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After using several timing schemas to write aspect-level WCET specifications 
for the aspect analyzer, shortcomings and new feature requirements for the 
aspect analyzer have been identified. For example, a max function is needed to 
write correct symbolic WCET expressions when dealing with conditional 
statements. Furthermore, specifying conditional variables for each branch in the 
conditional could be useful. In addition, having a loop count variable that would 
vary over a range or a probability for the conditional variables, set by the 
developer, could be helpful (even though they could only be used in soft real-
time). These proposed solutions and required new features for the tool are 
discussed in detail below. 
 
One feature, currently missing from the aspect analyzer but should be 
implemented, is the max function. The max function is used by symbolic WCET 
expressions in the event of conditional statements, which occur when evaluating 
source code into symbolic WCET expressions. Typically, each of the branches 
of the conditional statement, each represented by their symbolic WCET 
expressions, are placed in a max function. When a complete symbolic WCET 
expression is evaluated, each of the symbolic WCET expressions in the max 
function are calculated and the largest value is selected and returned. Since one 
of the main uses of the aspect analyzer is to evaluate symbolic WCET 
expressions, the aspect analyzer needs to add a max function as one of its 
features, to enable the use of more complex symbolic expressions. 
To illustrate this feature a usage example of the max function is displayed. If we 
have a function fun with an if-conditional with two branches A and B, and A 
uses the mechanism mec Y times while B uses it X times, we would get the 
following aspect-level WCET specification: 
 
 operation { 
     name fun; 
                          uses { 
                              mec max([A, Y], [B, X]); 
                          } 
                           
                          wcet max(A, B); 
                      } 
 
 
Another extension of the tool, regarding conditional statements, is specification 
of conditional variables. The specification of conditional variables is not 
required by symbolic WCET expressions, but can be used by them if enough 
information is provided. The information required includes specification of (i) 
which conditional variables exist, (ii) what branches in the conditional statement 
do they control, and (iii) when are they true (or false). If such information is 
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available, the conditional variables can be part of the symbolic expression 
instead of max functions, when describing conditional statements. Usage 
example of conditional variables can be found in the symbolic timing schema 
presented in section 3.2, which uses conditional variables in rule SY3. An 
example below is used to illustrate this feature.  
If we use the definition of the function fun from above and introduce a variable 
E, where E equals one when true and equals zero when false, we would get the 
following aspect-level WCET specification (!E means the inverse of E): 
 
 operation { 
     name fun; 
                          uses { 
                              mec [E]Y + [!E]X; 
                          } 
                           
                          wcet [E]A + [!E]B; 
                      } 
 
When evaluating a symbolic WCET expression with conditional variables, one 
must provide information specifying when a conditional variable is true (or 
false). Calculating WCET with a symbolic expression that has conditional 
variables can provide a tighter WCET, since the chosen branch of a conditional 
statement is not required to be the one with largest WCET, just the one known to 
happen. Thus, the symbolic expression with conditional variables can give a 
tighter WCET, because it better models the source code of the program.  
If the developer does not have enough information to know which branch is 
chosen with each execution of a conditional statement, he/she cannot use 
conditional variables when dealing with hard real-time system. Used in a soft 
real-time system, one could instead give a probability for each of the conditional 
variables that are in line and within tolerance of the soft real-time system. 
 
When writing aspect-level WCET specifications of an operation or an aspect 
containing loops, the use of any mechanism or aspect in that loop is set to the 
variable that controls the loop bounds. When evaluating the aspect-level WCET 
specification, this variable needs to be assigned a value, which, in the case of 
hard real-time systems, is the loop�s maximum bound. Often, the executing 
program does not run each loop for its maximum bound every time, thus, the 
aspect-level WCET specifications written to assume that result in the aspect 
analyzer overestimating the WCET. 
If the developer could define a range, over which the loop bounds could vary 
with a probability, the WCET would probably be tighter. However, this 
approach should only be used in a soft real-time system. 
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Though both conditional variables and range for loops can lead to tighter WCET 
values, they require additional information about the program which WCET we 
wish to calculate. The usage of conditional variables and range for loops also 
result in WCET numbers that are only useable in soft real-time systems, since 
they can underestimate a programs actual WCET. A nice feature of the aspect 
analyzer would then be to have the option to switch between soft and hard real-
time, and make use of the additional information when it can. The soft real-time 
mode would activate the range of loop variables feature and use of conditional 
variables when only probability information is available. The hard real-time 
mode would disable the range of loop variables and only accept conditional 
variable if all required information is available. This extended information could 
be provided with an additional input file to the aspect, also specifying hard or 
soft real-time mode. 
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